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DENTISTS AND ASSOCIATES IN

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, June 25, 1953

Rockland Men At

Dr. Hall Honored

CONVENTION AT THE SAMOSET

Bowdoin Awarded

FOR REMAINDER OF WEEK

Scholastic Honors

The With State Convention of the
Maine Dentists Society will be held
at the Hotel Samoset today, Friday
and Saturday. Meeting at the same
time will be the Maine Dental Hy
gienist Association and the Associ
ated Dental Laboratorians of Maine.
Registration is slated for 10 to
noon today; luncheon from noon
to J p. m.. b, siness meetings >n the
after ice n and evening will be in
terrupted by a supper period.
Panel and taible clinics will take
up Friday morning; the past pre
sidents luncheon is to be held at
12J0 and table clinics will take up
tlie remainder of the alternoon.
Dr. Hr ymond Malone, Portland,
Will act as chairman.
The annual banquet is scheduled
for Friday evening, at 7 o’clock, with
preside.it-elect D. Levy Trundy of
Presque Isle presiding. The featur
ed speaker on that occasion is ex
pected to be Dr. Charles Phillips,
president of Bates College who
will speak on "Head'ines and the
Road Ahead.”

A final business session is plan
ned fir Saturday at 9 a. m.
The Dental Hygienists of Maine
will lnilu their 27th annual con
vention at the same time and in
the same place.
Spec el efforts have been made
for the entertainment of the ladies
accompanying the delegates to both
conventions and Knox County cit
izens will furnish most of the pro
gram.
There will be a musicale
Thursday evening participated in
by Mif Marion Lermond. Warren,
as vocalist; Miss Bertha Luce
Rockland, violin soloist; and Mrs.
Kathleen Newman of Rockland as
piano soloist.
Accompanists will
be Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, Rockland,
and M 's. Bess Gowdy, Thomaston.
On Friday morning Walter Morse,
Jr., proprietor of Si'.Sby’s Flower
Shop, Rockland, will give demon
stations on flower arrangements
and that afternoon Rudolph L'Heureux w 11 speak to the ladies on
the subject of "Behind the scenes
with Goodall fabrics”.

ROCKLAND EMBLEM CLUB

INSTALLS OFFICERS—MRS.
VIVIAN WHITTIER IS PRESIDENT
The Rockland Emblem Club held
its annual installation of officers
at the Elks Home, June 22 at 8.09
p. m. The Supreme President, Mrs.
Marion Zwart from Stamford,
Conn., assisted by her Supreme
Marshal, Mrs. Ida Maliff, was the
installing officer. Mrs. Beatrice
Martel of Portland, past District
Deputy, was an honored guest. The
Club honored James Burns, father
of the Rockland unit and presented
him a gift ln appreciation. Junior
Past President Thelma Parsons
presented Samuel Gainache, Exalt
ed Ruler of the Rockland Lodge of
Elks, a check to cover the cost of
new dishes for the Elks' Home.
Past President Adah Roberts pre
sented Jr. Past President Thelma
Parsons, in behalf of the Club, a
Colonial bouquet with 25 crisp one
dollar bills as leaves.
The follbv.ing is the list of new
officers installed.
President, Mrs. Vivian Whittier:
Jr. Past President, Mrs. Thelma

I Parsons; Vice President, Mrs. Phyl
lis Brewer: Recording Secretary,,
Mrs. June Brewer; Corresponding
Secretary, Mrs. Marian Cook; Fi
nancial Secretary, Mrs. Arlene Wil
liams; Treasurer, Mrs. Bernice
Holbrook; Organist, Mrs. Ellen
Roes: 1 year Trustee. Mrs. Eugenia
Annis; 2 year Trustee, Mrs. Bernice
Freeman; 3 year Trustee. Mrs. Ida
Clark; Press, Mrs. Ruth Cross; His
torian, Mrs. Marie Brewer: 1st
Guard. Mrs. Elva Legage; 2d Guard,
Mrs Alsy Moody; 1st Asst. Mar
shal. Mrs. Bernadette Manseau; 2nd
Asst Marshal, Mrs. Carmen Kaler;
Marshal. Mrs. Dorothy Noyes and
Chaplain. Mrs. Myra Watts.
Refreshments were served direct
ly following the ceremonies under
the chairmanship of Mrs. Betty
Guay, who was assisted by Myrtle i
Nelson and Margaret Carr on deco
rations. A committee to welcome
guests consisted of Mrs. Alice Stil
phen, Mrs. Florence Gray, Lou
Cook and Bob Brewer.

SUMMER RECREATION PROGRAM
OPENS JULY 6; REGISTRATION

OF CHILDREN STARTS MONDAY
City Recreation Director Mike DiRenzo announces that recreation
programs for school age children
will be conducted at both Commun
ity Park and South School this
year.
Classess will be held at both play
grounds from 9 a. m. until noon,
Monday though Friday. The af
ternoons will be devoted to swim
ming classes.
The playgrounds will not be su
pervised in the afternoon although
the swings, merry-go-rounds, etc.
will oe available for the use of the
children
Starting on the 6th of July, the
swimming classes will take place
during the afternoon. Registra
tion and
parental
permission
blanks are available at both play
grounds. Swimming classes will be

held at both salt and fresh water
areas. Classes are open to both
non-sw.mmers and swimmers.
For tbt second year, Nancy Leach
will b; playground superviser at
South school. Nancy is a sopho
more at University of Maine and
spending her summer vacation at
her home in Rockland. A senior
life saver, she will also help with
the swunming classes.
At Community Park playground.
Stephanie Lindquist will be super
visor. Stevie is a junior at Wheelock
College in Boston and majors in
elementary education. With ex
perience in recreation gained at the
Settlement Houses ln Boston she
is a welcome addition to the staff.
Registration will start at 5 o'clock
Monday morning at both play
grounds
Further information on

EDGAR A. AMES FARM
U. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN, MAINE

One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge.
For velvety rich, full flavored Ice CREAM,

made here on the farm by Louise, in person.
Serving dailv, inc: Sunday 10 A. M.-IO F. M.

Annual Banquet

The Truth About
"There's Always

Room At the Top"
The saying, ''There’s always
room at the top,” has grown trite
horn endless repetition. But, like
all such homely adages, there is
more truth than poetry in it. In
business after business, especially
the larger ones, finding really
competent executive talent of both
an administrative and a technical
character is an ever-present head
ache. Business, like the world it
exists in. has become tremendously
complex. It must have managers
who are capable of dealing effec
tively with vital problems concern
ing labor markets, taxation, com
petition. laws and regulations, and
all manner of other matters—just
as it must have engineers who un
derstand technical problems which
are as obscure to the laymen as an
African dialect. Corporations to
day compete as vigorously for
grade-A personnel as they do for
business.
To make the situation more diffi
cult. industry has found that it
must face a very critical related
problem—that of keeping its
executives alive and in good con
dition for a normal working span.
The pace of modem business life
in the upper executive levels has
been exacting a heavy toll of able
men at a relatively youthful age.
Time magazine dealt with this
situation in a recent article which
carried the grim heading. "The
Pace That Kills.” The first para
graph said: "Does the high pres
sure of their jobs cause top cor
poration executives to burn out
faster and die earlier than other
men? Though industry still lacks
the statistics to make a water
tight case, the answer seems to be
yes."
Time went on to list some of the
unhappy facts that have been pro
duced so far. New York's Life Ex
tension Examiners checked over
more than 25.000 executives with
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BURNS' OLD HOMESTEAD

Saturday, June 27

G. A. R. HALL
From 5 to 6.30 P. M.
76-lt

PUBLIC BAKED BEAN

ROUTE 1 — WARREN

SUPPER

- SUNDAY SPECIAL -

Appleton Community Hall

TUESDAY, JUNE 30

Roast Turkey Dinner - $1.50

From 5.30 to 8 P. M.
Adults 5Oc
Children 35c

Complete with Strawberry Shortcake
76-lt

Sale of Fancy Work. Aprons, etc.
FREE ENTERTAINMENT
Benefit Repair Fund
Georges Valley Grange

76-77

BIG WESTERN JAMBOREE

plus

—
Sweetheart Singers

Community Building, Rockland

FRIDAY, JUNE
DOORS OPEN AT 7.00

Five From Coastal
Area Awarded U.
Of M. Scholarships
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The Daughters of St Bernard's
had their annual banquet at Oak
wood Inn, June 23, with Mrs.
Bernadette Manseau as chairman.
Those attending were: Mrs.
Eleanor Fairweather, Mrs. Mary
Ellis. Mrs. Mildred Brannon, Mrs.
Mary DeCostro, Mrs. Emma Carr,
Mrs. Elizabeth Bush, Mrs. Mary
Glover, Mrs. Phyilis Grispi, Miss
Jackie Grispi, Mrs. Ruth Duff,
Mrs. Arlene Dorgan,
Mrs. Alice Blaisdell. Mrs. Louise
Billings, Mrs. Marie Brewer. Mrs.
Dorinda Coughlin. Mrs Evelyn
Clark, Mrs Margaret Chisholm,
Mrs. Frances Groder. Mrs. Beatrice
Gherardi, Mrs. Leola Hyland, Miss
Helen LaCros-e, Mrs. Helen Phil
lips, Mrs. Margaret Coakley, Mrs.
Louise Pietroski, Mrs. Betty Smith.
Mrs. Helen Lawrence Mrs Artinese Mills. Mrs. Bernadette Manscau. Mrs. Velzora Plourd a for
mer member was a special guest.

an average age of 45 6 years, and
found that only 20 per cent were
in normal health. At a Chicago
hospital 55 executives under 50
were examined, and only three
were free from organic disorders.
When 340 executives of one of our
greatest corporations reported for
a medical checkup, it was found
that 235 had something wrong
with them, and in 192 cases the
disorders were serious. In an
other very large corporation 189
members ot the top management
group died during the five war
years alone. The American Fidel
ity and Casualty Company states
that the average businessman dies
six years before his time. This
represents both a heavy human
waste and a heavy economic waste
It is estimated. Time said, 'that a
$20.000-a-year executive represents
a $250,000 investment by his company.”
The result is that more and more
concerns arc going in heavily for
executive health programs—one
observer terms these programs
"the hottest thing in medicine today."
Generally speaking, they
are on a voluntary basis, but every
encouragement is given to the
executives to participate. Often
the men are sent to special clinics
for a period of days and in some
cases they can take their wives
with them and enjoy recreational
pursuits In idle time. The cost
ranges from $35 to $125 a year per
executive, and, to quote Time
again, "Corporations with health
programs are convinced that they
are hard headed business invest
ments.” All kind6 of ills up to the
potentially fatal are unearthed in
the early sta'gcs when successful
treatment Is possible.
Another
benefit, in the words of one big
company’s medical director, is that
“When an executive doesn’t have
to worry about his health, he feels
and works better.”

Easv street is never reached
without sacrificing
many loyal
friends along the way.

I

The University of Maine an
nounced today that 185 students
will share over *25,000 in scholar
ship funds awarded in varying
amounts for the next academic
year.
The scholarship funds have been
provided by 58 individuals and or
ganizations.
These scholarships are in addi
tion to a number of scholarships
and prizes already announced this
spring by the University. All have
been awarded by the University's
scholarship committee which re
views each case and determines the
conditions and the amount of each
grant.
Those from the Rockland area
who have received awards are as
follows:
Helen B Hemingway Memorial
Scholarship Fund, Sylvia A. Farris,
Union.
The William Emery Parker Schol
arship Fund, Emery B. Howard, Jr.,
Rockland.
Charles Henry Payson Scholar
ship Fund, Irene Brooks, Thomas
ton.
Charles Henry Payson Scholar
ship Fund, Sally M. Gilchrest,
Thomaston.
made at the Coronation Bali to be held in Watt's Hall the evening of July 3 as the opening event of the
Anne E. Stodder Scholarship
town's'Fourth of July Celebration.
Photo by Barde
Fund, Janet A. Smith, Rockland.
Watts Hall in Thomaston, will be years, and he will be assisted by Mr. sponsor; will present their entries
the scene of the selection of the and Mrs. Lyle Townsend, Mr. and to the public. Miss Faustina Gushee the period of confusion that fol
young lady who will represent Mrs Norman connon, and Mrs. ; of Appleton, last year’s winner of lowed, seemed largely due to ignor
' the Thomaston Sea Princess title, ance or misunderstanding of an old
Thomaston as an entry for Nep Leila Smalley.
tune's Court. It is from this court The winner of the Miss Thom will be guest of honor. And so will law To take another, some of the
that the Sea Goddess will be chosen aston title will grace the float in be Mrs Ruth Hoch, chairman Cabinet members obviously felt
at the Maine Seafoods. Festival, in he Fcurth of July parade, the of the Sea Goddess committee for that reorganization of their depart
Rockland the evening of July 31 other lovelies forming her court. i the festical.
ments could be accomplished in jig
The event, slated for the evening Mrs Ralph Cushing and Mrs. J After the dinner, slides of last time, whereas, due to Civil Ser
of July 3, will be a part of Thom Mario r Grafton will again have years’ festival will be shown by vice, patronage, and other such
aston’s celebration of Independence charge of the preparation of the Major Flmer Barde
forces it is a long-term job. To take
Day and is under the joint super- float.
Reser/ation for those wishing to a third, administration members on
v.sion of the American Legion and
On Tuesday of next Week, at attend the banquet should be made
occasion have wounded Congres
tire Volunteer Fire Department.
7 o’clock in the evening, there will without delay with Dr. Moss as he
sional sensibilities, because of a
Dr. P R Moss is the chairman be a r-tption and banquet at the wishes to give the Knox Hotel ample
lack of knowledge of the unwritten
of the committee, as in former Knox Hotel at which time the time to make arrangements.
laws of protocol and custom that
are jealously upheld by both
House and Senate.
Dr. Clinton Lee
WEE WOMAN LOBSTER CATCHER
In helping the Eisenhower Ad
Scott Will Speak
ministration make its unavoidable
SAVES DRIFTING SEINE BOAT
adjustments to the realities of pol
She may be a woman and she land. There are two grandsons and
Here On Sunday
itical life, the man who was his
she
enjoys
looking
after
them
when
may bt small, pint-size, she calls
foremost opponent for the nomin
herself but when an emergency their parents are busy.
When it gets too cold to live at ation has done yeoman service—
comes she acts with energy and the beach she moves into town, tak the able and complex senior Sena
dispatch taking the right action at ing up Iter abode at 53 Grace Street. tor from Ohio, Robert A. Taft. No
the right time
one living, in all probability, knows
We arc talking about Mrs. Ibrook
as much about how the government
Cross, rj Cresent Beach, who ts First Four Months
operates, or is as adroit at getting
somew tat of a heroine today.
things done. Almost everyone once
Mrs. Cross is a lebsterman if a Of Eisenhower
predicted an early Taft-Eisenhower
woman can be a lobstermar.. and
split. Now it looks as if the two
Were
Favorable
The Courier-Gazette reported on
men have reached a firm working
her activities as such some years
The Eisenhower Administration and personal relationship. Dissimi
ago. Wednesday noon, she was has been in power for four months lar as they are in many ways, their
at her beach cottage, overlooking
—a sufficient period of time to give basic principles are much the same.
the wa’rr, when she noticed that a
Senator Taft has said that he will
30-foot seiner, belonging to Har Congress, the commentators, and not attempt to get the presidential
the
public
at
large
a
good
idea
of
land Kurd was drifting out to sea
nomination again, and that he ex
The strong wind of the past two its objectives and methods. Much pects President Eisenhower to be
days had chafed the anchor rope discussion is going the rounds as to tlie victorious 1956 candidate. He is
in two »nd the boat was free, head how it has done thus far.
devoting himself to making this
ing towards the ledges at a good i The concensus is that the Presi
Rcnubiican Administration a suc
dent's
popular
standing
is
as
hiRli
clip Without a moments hesita- I
cess In prestige and influence he
tion Mrs. Cross ran Io the shoreline, as it was at the time of his elec
The guest speaker at the Univer got into her dcry, rowed out to her! tion—perhaps even higher. He has is second only to the President him
self, and he is much more skillful
salist Church Sunday morning at own motor boat, which for once improred materially as a speaker,
in political dealings.
started
without
difficulty,
and
went
and
he
presents
his
thoughts
with
10.30 service will be Rev Dr. Clin
To sum up the general view, the
alongside
the
seiner,
boarding
her,
greater clarity and precision. He
ton L'e Scott of Boston, a clergy
Administration
is doing excellently,
man well known for his radio broad Ed. Coffin had also heard the has a happy and rare combination and all the luture auguries are fa
alarm
given
by
the
neighbors
and
if
friendliness
and
dignity.
His
casts under the sponsorship of the
vorable.
continued stress on traditional, olriMassa: husetts Universalist Con- he eamt to her assistance.
She
was
able
to
start
the
seiner
’
s
fashio.ied
idrals
and
principals
has
ventloi'.. All interested persons are
TREES
Invited to lx- present at the worship motor although Harland said that evoked the warmest kind of re
1
think
that
I
shall never see
servi e wh'ch Dr. Scott will con only t determined woman could sponse in the hearts and minds of A poem lovely as a tree
do
that
so
quickly,
and
returned
the
millions of people.
duct during the absence of Rev
A tree whose hungry mouth is
prest
He his enjoyed a genuine “hon
George H Wood. The sermon topic boat io its mooring, securing it
safely. And then the fun started eymoon" with a Congress which is Against the earth's sweet flowing
is Religion Can Make Sense”
breast;
Reporters, photographers, friends narrowly divided between the par
Dr. Scr.lt is superintendent of
A tree that looks at God all day
Universalist churches in Massachu and neighbors, all visited or called ties a id this happy relationship is And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
setts and Connecticut. Prior to up to extend e Oher thanks or continuing All basic elements in A tree that may in summer wear
his present position he served as congra ulatlons, and Mrs. Cross his legislative program seem almost A nest of robins in her hair;
minister in Buffalo. Philadelphia, did gel excited. By the time Har certain of approval, though there Upon whose bosem snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Los Angeles and Gloucester. He is land Hurd arrived to see what it will be delays—the President and Poems are made by fools like me,
a graduate of Oeddard Seminary was all a’out he found it difficult bis team arc learning that in gov But only God can make a tree.
and of Tufts College and did to get in a word sideways to express ernment, results can't be a!'allied
—Joyce Kilmer.
graduate work at Harvard Univer his appreciation. Otc Lewis was nearly as quickly as in military and
sity a'd with the University of another caller, so were Mrs. Cross business life. There has been little
SAM'S
Chicago. His honorary degree is son and daughter.
really bitter Congressional criticism
She has lived at Crescent Beach
from 3’ Lawrence University. He is
of his Admnistraticn or himself. lint lints, Hamburgers, Soft Drink*
the author of "The A B C of Con during the warmer months for the For the most part, debate over conIce Cream. Pies, Cakes
last
li
years
and
for
the
past
ten
sumer
Op-opcrationf,
“Parish
troversal issues has been conducted Evelyn and Betty Bryer, Praps.
She has her own
Parables", and "Religion Can Make has .obslcred.
on a high plane.
RTE. 17
UNION, ME.
Sense’. Dr. Scott is a member of pots ai d boat and usually makes
76-78
Where and when the Administra
out
pretty
good.
So
far,
the
season
the Joint Commission appointed
tion
nas
shown
weakness,
it
gener

to bring about the Federal Union has n»t been any too good but she ally has been due to political inex
of th? Universalist and Unitarian hopes that it will improve soon
after the crustaceans get through perience—no one in the top group 1 Entries Wanted
denom .nations.
ever held a top federal position be
shedding.
Her son and family share her fore. To take one example the
The more experienced a man is
For
in making good resolutions, the Crescent Beach home while her early furor over the stock holdings
of
cer
ain
Cabinet
appointees,
and
daughtir, married, lives in Rock
poorer quality he turns out.

July 4th Parade

The Office of

YODELING "SUM" CLARKE, Guest Star from WABI

—

Volume 108, Number 76

Four Thomaston Beauties Vie For Title
Of Sea Princess To Seafoods Festival

Bob Randall and His Boys

Texas Curley, Patty and Gail, the

8500 per year
82.50 six months

Richard C. Robarts and Roland
G Ware. Jr of Rockland have re, ceived straight A grades for the
spring semester at Bowdoin Col
lege and Ware has been elected to
membership In the Phi Beta
Kappa Chapter.
Robarts. ton of Mr. and Mrs.
A. M Johnson of 16 Otis street,
Rockland, has previously received
straight A grades at Bowdoin, has
been recognized as a James Bow
doin scholar, is a member of
Kappa Sigma fraternity and of
the sophomore class.
Ware, twice a James Bowdoin
Scholar, is majoring in chemistry,
Dr. W. D. Hall
| has been active in interfraternity
Dr. Walter D. Hall, who has athletics, has represented his
fraternity. Kappa Sigma, on the
practiced in the Knox County area
Student Council and was on the
for many years, was honored Wed
staff of the Bowdoin "Bugle,”
nesday by the Maine Medical Asso
senior yearbook. A member of the
ciation in recognition of 55 years
junior class, his parents are Mr.
of medical practice.
and Mrs. Roland G. Ware of 5
The Association observing the
Talbot avenue. Rockland.
100th anniversary of its founding
in sessions at Portland, honored 10
Getting acquainted with their potential domain are four lovely young ladies, all candidates for Thom
Maine doctors who had completed Daughters Of
aston’s entry in the Maine Seafoods Festival Sea Goddess contest. IFrom left to right are Loa Lee Wiley, st.
George, who is sponsored hv J. C. Robinson and Son; Gwen Thornton. Thomaston, representing Brackett's
50 years or more of service to the
Drug Store; Joanne Edwards, Thomaston, whose sponsor is final's Dairy, and Gwen Sawyer, Thomaston,
St. Bernard Held
people of Maine.
sponsored by Woodcock's I. G. A. Grocery of that town. Selection of Thomaston's Sea Princess will be

the program will be released at a
later uate.

NOTHING COULD BE FINER"

TEN PAGES—5c COPT

MONEY FOR HOMES

LIVE MODEL STYLE SHOW

TO BUY—BUILD—IMPROVE—REPAIR

Presentation of Styles and Fabrics by the
BATES MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Easy Monthly Payments

STARTS AT 8.00

BIG DANCE AFTER SHOW

16 School St.

TeL 430

Full Length Movie “Just llang It Up” in Addition

Rockland
76-tf

76-lt

- 3

Frederick C.

Auspices of ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Friday, June 26

Rockland Loan & Building Association

26

THOMASTON

MASONIC HALL, THOMASTON
8.09 P. M.

TICKETS 50r

DIVISIONS -

FLOATS - CHILDREN

Dennison, M. D.

HORRIBLES

PRIZE8 FOR J REST
IN EACH GROUP TO BE
AWARDED BY JUDGES

THOMASTON
WILL BE CLOSED
FROM JULY 1 to AUG. 1

NO ENTRY FEE

CaU
Inclusive

HAZEN COOK—
76-78

ThMMatM

3
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Rage Two

Triple Play Paved
Way For Little

League Win
Little League action last night
saw Rockport take tne Camden
Knoxers 4-1 in one of the best
played games of the season in the
Knox Suburban League.
The Knoxers scored their one
and only run of the game in
the first inning when, with two
out, Morong tripled to deep right
field and Jackson singled him home.
Following this outburst, Buster
Kennedy settled down and pitched
a good game of ball for Rockport,
allowing only two hits in the last
five innings.
Rockport picked up one run in
the third, two in the fourth and
another single tally in the fifth
to sew up the ball game.
Batting honors went to Morong
of Camden, who had two lusty
triples, and Leon Hooper of Rock
port, who poled a triple and double
In three trips to the plate.
Lions 6, Kiwanis 4

In the Rockland Little League
the Lions beat Kiwanist 6-4 last
night behind the steady pitching
of Hill.
Defensive play of the game was
a triple play by the Lions, which
doused Kiwanis' hopes of pulling
the game out of the fire, and aid
ed Hill greatly in his win.
A triple play is a rare thing in

any league and this one of the
Lions' last night only goes to prove
that Little Leaguers know their
baseball!
Demmons hit a home run for
the Lions in the first inning with
one of his mates on base to account
for two runs.
Arbo started for Kiwanis, was re
lieved by ’Butterball” Freeman in
the fourth. Ray did the catching
honors for Kiwanis.
Hill and Sprowl were the bat
tery for Lions, all the way.
The Schedule

Thursday (tonight), Odd Fellows
vs. Rotary, Rockland.
Friday night. Thomaston at Cam
den Lions. Knox Suburban League.

Islesboro To Train
Firefighters With
Camden's Help
Several additional call firemen
were added to the Islesboro Fire
Department after the town ap
proved ordinances providing for
fire drills and an increase in the
number of active volunteers re
cently.
State instruction in firemanship under the supervision of Allen
F. Payson, chief of the Cam
den Fire Department is expected
to be undertaken during July and
August.
Certificates will
be
awarded to all who complete the
course.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Otis Albee Wins

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Top Honors In

[EDITORIAL]

Small Bore Tourney

A THING CALLED "HEART APPEAL"
Any man or woman with a four year old daughter or
granddaughter will be in instant sympathy with a project to
be sponsored Saturday by the men of the Warren Lion’s Club.
A lovable Warren child named Judy, 4*4 years old, was
stricken May first with dread leukemia, and since that time
has been under constant treatment in Maine and Massa
chusetts hospitals. The family is one of modest means, and
there are three other children. Straining every resource they
can’t make ends meet so, Saturday, the Warren Lions will
conduct a tag day at each of the five stop signs in Warren,
with the slogan "Help Judy Regain Her Health.”
Lions, under captainship of Fred Perkins, Harry Stred,
Pete French, Arthur Burgess and Will Podkowa, will take a
brief instant as each car pauses at the stop signs to show
the printed story of Judy at a glance and offer "I have
contributed” tags to those desiring to aid the Judy fund.
This newspaper was proud to head the list and get behind
this deserving effort. Nothing to prevent any kind-hearted
person from sending a dollar to any one of the committee.

397 MAIN ST.

TEL 1090

ROCKLAND, ME.

RED HOT VALUES
IN

SMART SUMMER

CASUALS

The outdoor shooting season
started off with a bang June 21 at
Damariscotta with four members
of the Rockland Rifle and Pistol
Club competing in the Fifth Annual
Small Bore Tournament. Highest
honors for the day went to a
Rockland shooter, Otis Albee, for
winning the grand aggregate open
match with a score of 1974(lOSX’s)
Second and third respectively ,

were Don Brown of the Rockland
Clifb. score 197)l-(86X'l5). Harold
Lyons of Gardiner with 1969
(98X’s). Albee was awarded the
Verne F. Bateese Memorial Trophy
the trophy having added sentiment
as Albee was an old-time friend
and shooting companion of the
late Verne Bateese of Damariscotta.
Two other shooters of the
Rockland Club came in second
and third in the sharpshooter
class, Verna Jones, score of 1957(91X’s) and Don Huntley with
escore of 1951(72X’s).
Albee,
Brown and Jones placed in all
seven matches; Huntley placed in
four, making a total of 25 certifi-

4 mem dent; Daniel Soule vice president;
Arthur Adolphsen, Jr., executive
officer; Robert Crie. secretary; and
Wendell Jones Is
Albert Harding, treasurer.
The aim of the new club, like
Instructor For
thousands of others similarly chart
ered by the National Rifle Associ
Junior Rifle Club
ation, is to teach youngsters the
Wenjall Jones 359 Broadway fundamentals of good marksman
St., Rockland has been selected as ship and safe firearms handling.
the inductor for the newly formed
Rockldod Junior Rifle Club, the
— AUCTION —
National Rifle Association announc
At the "Auction House” in Bel
ed here today.
mont, on Route 3. Saturday eve
Membership in the club will be ning. 7 P. M„ June 27.
restricted to youngsters under 19
S. C. ENGLISH
Auctioneer and Sales Mgr.
years of age. Officers, all of Rock
land, are: William Martel, presi __________________________________ 76-%>
cates iron by Rockland’s
bers.

CLOSED AU DAY

YOUR HOLIDAY CONVENIENCE
OPEN BOTH THURSDAY & FRIDAY EVENINGS
NEXT WEEK FOR AiP
SUPER MARKETS WILL BE

SATURDAY, JULT 4lh

AN ORCHID TO THE CONVENTION CORPORATION
Pleasant repercussions continue to flow in from the re
cent Legion Convention. A case in point is what happened
at Schofield-White Park
From long and unhappy experience with the conditions
found when former carnivals have folded their tents and
stolen silently away the young athletes who use SchofieldWhite Park, and the public which views it, looked for a tre
mendous litter and disturbed playing surface on the field.
When the ball players arrived at the park Monday night
they found the field smooth and immaculate, in even better
shape than before the Legion-sponsored carnival appeared.
This is another example of the consideration and effi
ciency displayed throughout by the Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Post Convention Corporation.

WHEN NEGLECT BECOMES SACRILEGE

Self ServiceShoe Store

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturtfay

Atop Power House Hill, called Pine Hill by earlier gen
erations, stands a sign facing Route 1 and telling a story
of considerable historic significance. At least, it used to tell
the story, but it has become so worn and faded by the ele
ments over the years that the message can be read only
with difficulty, and that at close range.
It seems far from fitting that a marker telling of military
happenings there in Revolutionary days should be so neglect
ed. It is certainly somebody’s business to see to it that such
memorials be maintained with dignity. It may well be that
the organization erecting the sign has passed out of existence,
or that those whose duty it is to maintain it are unaware of
their own responsibility. It may be a case of plain neglect of
duty. In any event it is a condition that should be remedied.
This newspaper will welcome communications on the
full story associated with the spot, and will co-operate finan
cially with any group choosing to restore the sign.

FARM — FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
SWEET

JUICY
WATERMELONS
LARGE
CANTALOUPES JUICY
NATIVE
CAULIFLOWER Snowy-White
NEW POTATOES Southern
CALIF. VALENCIAS
ORANGES
SIZE 200-220's

ONE PRICE ONLY
AS ADVERTISED!

RIB ROAST
BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST

At A Cool

TOMATO JUICE IONA 2 CANS 45'
I LB 12 OZ aqC
BAKED BEANS Varieties 2 CANS
SHREDDED WHEAT Nab. A PKGS 35c
1 LB 3 OZ APC
IONA TOMATOES 2 CANS AJ
A&P
1 QT 14OZ A ftC
JUICE GRAPEFRUIT X2 CANS 49
SULTANA
lO'/z OZ
OLIVES LARGE orjSMALL REFRIG. JAR 49c
l/T
<DCAAA COUNTRY CLUB n PINT JfV
ICE CREAM ALLFLAVORS 2 PKCS 49
STUFFED

Circus Peanuts

,lBPKG 25
~w
25

GrapePt Sections

$1.99

A&e ' L'n02 15
2 ’XOZ29

A&P Spinach

Corned Beef Hash l b,y 2C£ 55

Dill PiCkleS

A

MILLER’S KOSHER SLICED

BOT

Cucumber Pickles

15 OZ

Lean, Freshly
Ground

lb. 35c
£ lbs. 69c

Native Chicken
CC^
l%-2'/zLBS LB 3 J
BROILERS
SMOKED PICNICS SHORT SHANK LB 49c
kC
MINCED HAM
59'

29

LB

or BOLOGNA

JUNE IS NATIONAL DAIRY MONTH!
DIITTCD

SILVERBROOK
FRESH CREAMERY

DU I I EH

CHED-O-BIT
SLICED CHEESE
Peach Pie

1 LB
PRINT

AMERICAN

Spanish Bar Cake

EACH

FROZEN BLUE BOY

Orange Juice

SOUTHERN
FROZEN

BIG EXTRA IN JULY ISSUE

WOMAN'S DAY
<T A&P

ea33c

7:

28

49c

QT
JAR

55

> 12 OZ
> PKGS

79

ANN PAGE

Strawberries

74c
85c
53c

LB

JANE
PARKER

JANE PARKER

Mayonnaise

NOV/ ON

Spaghetti

qqC

LBr5“

or Fryer*
Ready-to-Cook,

OUTSTANDING A&.P VALUES

Crispo Fig Bars

“t#

LB

BONE
IN

F<jC
LB Or)

HAMBURG

ALL FLAVORS

PIANIST AT MUSEUM TONIGHT

CLOSE-TRIM
7" CUT

2 602 97c
CANS

'

LIBBY'S FROZEN 10 OZ

Peas 2

35

Values to 3.98
Sizes 4 to 9

A — The Sensational
New "Spaghetti” in
White, Black.

B — The Smart Gre
cian Barefoot Sandal
in
White,
Beige,
Black and Mullis.

B
Barefoot

C — The
Ever
Popular
Ballerinas
in Dozens of New
Styles
Featuring
White, Black, Navy
and Pastel Colors.

A Riot of Color!

c

A Carnival of

Ballerina
Value!

0 A I 17! IF FIRST QUALITY
kl AA I XI WOULD SELL FOR $5.95

they

Denim “Run-abouts”
FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS

Famous 1(uaHty Foods!
You'll discover a wonderful difference in flavor when
you try famous Heinz Foods! They're selected for fine
quality—and priced for fine value!

Frozen-Fresh Favorites
Photo by nu..t
Miss Colleen Phair, who will five a piano recital at me Farnsworth
Museum tonight, is getting acquainted with the Steinwav she will use
for her concert. She is a student of William Eves of Topsham and has
been accorded the rating of superior in Maine Music Club Federation
auditions.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

BUS Seats, nice for cottages and
lawns, upholstered, $2 each, for
UNURNISHEDD Apt. of three sale; 200 Main St. TEL. 523.
76* It
rooms to let in Rockport. Large
porch, beautiful harbor view. ReaA man in trouble finds that his
soable. CALL Camden 2837
76*78 friends console themselves with
COTTAGE to let, Norton Pond, the thought that it will be lesson
July 10-24. Aug. 16-30. Inq. 12 to him.
Knox St. TEL. 1382-M.
76-78
Nature has a faulty distribution
USED junior-size Girl’s Bicycle,
in good condition wanted. AR system when it comes to ambition,
THUR WYLLIE, R No. 2, Warren. resourcefulness, ability and enterTel. 23-11.
76’78
price.
ONE Black Glenwood coal and
wood Stove for sale; also Table,
For social items in The CourierChairs and Buffet. TEL. 1388-W.
tf
76-78 Gazette, Phone 1044. City.

If they’re fresher than Libby's they haven't been picked
. . . frozen quick as they're picked, to seal in freshness
and flavor.

OVEN-BAKED BEANS
HEINZ PEA BEANS—
BAKED TO PERFECTION

35

CANS

Tender, green . . . delicately flavored!
10OZ
PKG

BROCCOLI SPEARS

29
CUCUMBER PICKLES

Tender, yet firm ... a real dinner treat!

10OZ A7C
PKG //

SNOWY
WHITE

CAULIFLOWER

1 LB
JAR

HEINZ FRESH
PEP-UP PLAIN MEALS

25

They have that delicious fresh-lima flavor!

BABY LIMA BEANS

10 OZ
PKG

30

10 OZ
PKG

26

PKG

39'

Superior flavor and tenderness!

CUT GREEN BEANS

STRAINED BABY FOOD
4|

HEINZ-RECOMMENDED
BY DOCTORS EVERYWHERE

“T

39c

JARS

Sun-ripened to luscious perfection!

LET'S GET IN THE SWIM - - with MocGREGOR SWIM WEAR
Swim Trunks
• Boxer Style
• Elastic Briefs
in
• Solids

STRAWBERRIES
Lemonade in a jiffy—no fuss, no bother!

3T

2

LEMONADE

TOMATO KETCHUP
HEINZ-A DASH WORKS
FLAVOR MIRACLES!

Select Your Swim Suit from an assortment of
RUBBER SOLES AND

Nylons, Satins, Gabardines, and Rayon Drizzler Cloth.

SOFT CUSHION INNERSOLES

XO

AMEIICA'S TOE1MOST FOOD RETAILER . . . SINCE

ORANGE JUKE

2

CANS

37

Atf

CAMAY SOAP

For Speedier Dishwashing
2 LGE PKGS

1

THE CHAT ATLANTIC t PACIFIC TEA COMPANY

IVORY SNOW

For Softer, Smoother Skin

ISM

Super

Prices Ao«m « ttts
9uarwteed thnwjfc Saturday,
27 & effective * tWs Community
Vkiaity.

J RATH CAKES 3]C

All Sixes 4 to 10
Faded Blue. Beige. Red,

ArtC

Rich in flavor — rich in vitamin C!

* Checks

from $2.95-$5.00

14 OZ
BOT

CIART PKG

CHEER

JOY
Liquid Detergent
LARGE BOTTLE JQC GIART BOTTLE

Safe For Colors
And Kind To Hands
LARGE PKG 3QC

CIAKT PKG 72'

Navy, Grey, White.

MrNS

THIS STORE WILL BE OPEN FRI. NIGHT, JULY 3

TILL 9. P.

J89

M.

AND’ ’ BOYS
CLOTHING
AM UNIF.PMS
MAIN 5!
KCKIAND MF

CAMAY SOAP

TIDE

SPIC 'N SPAN

CRISCO

For Softer, Smoother Skin

Tide’s In — Dirt's Out

No Rinsing — No Wiping

It's Digestible

J REGULAR CAKES 22

LAME PACKAGE 3Q

7«-lt

I

1* OVRCC

PACKACE 24C

1 Li CAR

3 L| CAR 92'

t
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ly-Thursday-Saturday
ALK OF THE TOWN
Battery D 703d AAA. Maine Na
tional Guard is to leave Rockland
(Social and community events on August 8 for a two week training
•ollclted for this calendar AU period at Camp Wellfleet on Cape
free and space here cannot be Cod.
' lased
Strictly commercial
a, sales, suppers, dances, canMiss Jo Gustin ano Miss Edith
be accepted. The decision of
editor la final ]
Dennis were visting their parents
___ 36—Style Show. Thomaston for the weekend at 23 Front street.
Masonic Hall, auspices auxiUary Rockland, and Star Route 1282,
of St John's Church.
Une 26—Woman's Educational Rockland They are nurses in a
dab meets at the Moody cot- private sanatorium in Stamford,
taje, Lucia Beach.
Conn.
Une 28—(Meeting of Postmasters,
at the Langsford House, Cape
M. L. Stoddard, manager of the
Porpoise
VA Center at Togus today announc
lly 4—Independence Day.
jly ♦—Thomaston Pouith of July ed that Charles W. Strong has been
Celebration.
promoted to the position of chief
Uly 7—Camden: Camden Hills of Special Services Division at the
Theatre Opens.
Uly 16—Camden Garden Club Center. Strong will fill a vacancy
Open House Day, 11 a. m to caused recently by the resignation
5 p. m.
of Thomas M. Clarke to enter busi
uly 17—Summer Pair. St. Thomas ness in Massachusetts. Promoted
Episcopal Church.Camden Yacht
to St-or.g's old position as chief of
dub
uly 21—Rebekahs meet. Odd Fel Recreation section is Dominic A.
lows Hall, 7.30 p. m.
Bruno.
uly 24—Finnish-American Dance
Fish & Game Club House, Al
Bob Randall and his boys, heard
ford's Lake.
lly 24—South Thomaston Com- Wednesday morning and Saturday
nights over Station WRKD will be
[ munity Service Club Fair.
L 25 — General Knox Open | on the stage in person, Friday
3use Birthday Celebration at night, June 26, at the Community
Montpelier.
uly 30—Class of 1921. R HS. holds Building. Yodeling “Slim" Clarke
Class Reunion at Crescent Beach of WABI, Bangor will be the eve
i Inn.
ning guest star. Texas Curley will
fuly 31-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods also participate in the program as
Festival. Rockland
will Dotty and Gail, the sweetheart
tug. 12—Owls Head Church Fair
singers. Favorites in western and
at the Litnary.
i popular selections will be presented
Ray C. Ellis, a summer resi- in song and instrumental numbers
lent Hem Winchester, Mass., ex Dancing will follow the show.
acts to start renovations on the
BORN
firmer Ocean View Theater at IslesBlack—At Knox Hospital, June
wilhin the next three weeks.
24. to Pvt. and Mrs. Harlan Black
(Charlene Allen) of Tenant's Har
A representative from the Social bor, a son—Timothy Allen.
curity Administration office in
Allen—At Rockland, June 23. to
Iflgusta will be at the Rockland Mr. and Mrs. Lamont S Allen, a
’osff^Office Building on June 29 daughter—Kate Emma
Hamalainen—At Knox Hospital,
om 12.30 to 2.30 p. m. Residents June
24, to Mr and Mrs. David
f Rockland and nearby towns who Hamalainen of West Rockport, a
,’lsh to file claims for federal Old daughter.
Moore—At Knox Hospital, June
ige and Survivors Insurance or oblin information should call upon 24. to Mr. and Mrs Harold Moore
of Union, a daughter.
his representative who is in RockBoggs—At Concord. N. H June
ind every Monday.
23, to Mr and Mrs. Edwin Boggs,
Jr., formerly of Warren a son—
Mullins Royal Pine Shows which Christopher.
Brackett—At Rockland, June 23,
layed for the Legion Convention to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Brackett
ist week, will be at Thomaston for a daughter—Jean Linda.
he Fourth of July Celebration.
MARRIED
Skoog-Leighton—At Vinalhaven,
One Year Ago—The Sea Princess
ontest of the Maine Seafoods Fes- June 20. Denis Ronald Skoog of
Vinalhaven and Marie Leighton of
Ival was in full cry —North Haven West Lubec—by Rev. Valton U
nnounced the date of its annual Morse
Winter-Libby—At Camden, June
n Festival. — Major Elmer
e was the speaker at the Elks 22. Emil E. Winter. Jr., of Kingfield, and Miss Katherine Lucille
'lag Day ceremonies.—Megunticook
Libby of Camden.—by Rev Melvin
'ishermen's Derby had all the enH. Dorr. Jr.
Curtis-Stevens — At Rockland.
husiasts by the gills. — Maurice
lute assumed duties of King Lion June 21. Lieut, j.g. Douglas Wil
liam Curtis, USNR and Miss
f the Rockland Club.—Paul Plourde Pauline Stevens, both of Rock
ne proprietor of the Blethen land—by Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon.
Chadwell-Carrillo — At
Orono.
louse at Dover-Foxcroft.—William
I. Talbot died suddenly —Captain June 20, David H.Chadwellof Lex
ington, Ky., and Miss Mary Rose
nd Mrs. James Farrell of Owls Carrillo of Rockland.—by Rev
lead featured in Parade Magazine. Francis E. Letourneau.
-Burns' Old Homestead Tea Room
DIED
,eld successful opening in Warren.
Fuller—At Rockland. June 24.
e ladies of St. Peter's Epis- Clara E. Fuller,, age 88 years. Fu
neral services Saturday. 2 p. m.
l parish will reopen The Trad- from Russell Funeral Home, Rock
Poit at the former location, land. Interment in East Union
Please
lirs In the Sing’hi Block, 361 Cemetery, East Union.
^Street, Friday afternoon. The omit flowers.
Dennison—At South Thomaston,
was closed while the building June 24. Orissa Evelyn Dennison,
rwtnt repairs but will here- age 79 years. Funeral sendees Fri
be open every Friday and Sat- day, 2 p. m from Burpee Funeral
y afternoon, for the sale of Home. Interment in Forest Hill
Cemetery. Spruce Head, Rev. J
garments.
76' It Charles MacDonald officiating.
McEdwards — At Arwell, Vt.,
Alcoholics Anonymous — Atten- June 13. Donald McEdwards, for
ion! Men's group meets Wcdncs- merly of Union, age 56 years.
Gross—At Gross Neck. June 15.
lay and Sunday nights at 7.30.
Mrs Eldora H Gross, widow of
omen’s group also meets weekly, William A. Gross, Waldoboro, age
or meeting place and information 78 years.
rite
"Alcoholics Anonymous,”
O Box 711, Rockland. Watch
You’ll discover why msny
his newspaper for announcement
people make records of
times and meeting places.
72 tf
their funeral wishes if
you send for our folder.

Coming Events

S

GAME PARTY

Exterior repairs are being made
Rockland Assembly, Order of the
on' St. Bernard's Church.
Rainbow, met Tuesday evening at
the Masonic Temple. In addition
James M. Searles, M.M 3 USN. to the regular business transaction
has received his promotion to there were games and refreshments
M.M 2. Rockland friends will re enjoyed by all. This was the last
gret to learn of the death of Mrs. regular meeting for the summer,
Searles Miay 25 at Oakland Naval the next is expected to be called
Hospital. MM.2 Searles spent his in September.
recent leave with his brother and
The fire department was called
sister-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Robert
to the Olde New England Kitchen
Davis in Dallas, they being former
at 4914 Willow street Tuesday eve
Rockland residents. He is now ning about 8 o’clock where a short
in Japan.
circuit in wiring of motor for a re
frigerator caused some damage,
Class of 1922, Rockland High mostly from smoke, to the refrig
School, will hold its annual re erator and some of the merchan
union on Saturday, July 25. The dise offered for sale. The fire was
place of the meeting will be an quickly extinguished.
nounced in these columns in the
The Commandant of the Third
near luture.
Naval District has informed the
An ordination service will be held Fourth of July Committee in Thom
Friday night at the First Baptist aston that the .S.S. Harlan R. Dick
Church at 7.30, in which Robert son, a destroyer commanded by
Bell will be ordained to the gospel Commander G. P Sopos, U. S.
ministry. Dr. T. Leonard Lewis, Navy, will be in Rockland over the
president of Gordon College in holiday to participate in the Thom
Boston, will preach the ordination aston celebration.

sermon, and other ministers will
take part.
Mrs. Richard Kirk was given a
surprise stork shower recently at
135 Camden street by her sistersin-law, Mrs. Celia Dennison and
Mrs. Louise Thomas. Buffet lunch
was served. Mrs. Kirk received
many beautiful gifts
Invited
guests were Mrs. Shirley Bodman,
Mrs. Comne Kinney, Mrs. Pat
Peterson, Mrs. Helen Kirk. Mrs.
Herbert Kirk. Mrs. Frances Guana
and Mrs. Teresa Miller. Those
who sent gifts and were unable to
attend were Mrs. Carmine Kaler
and Mrs. Elinor Jones.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my thanks to
all who were so kind to my family
and I during my stay at Knox
Hospital. Special thanks to Dr
Edward K Morse and nurses for
their kindness, also to all my
neighbors, friends and relatives for
their many kind deeds.
George H. Bodman.
76'lt

IN MEMORY
It’s just a year ago today
Our lovling son. Maynard Crock- I
ett, Jr., passed away
Our memory and love still rest so
deep
Knowing in the good Lord he's}
asleep.
Sent from family every one.
Loads of love from mother, dad.
sisters and brother, to our sepa-.
rated son.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Crockett. :
76‘lt

At 7.36 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
OMMUNITY BUILDING
pices Knights sf Columbus
16-T&Th-tf

gress everywhere in the United
States.
4. A group of you have persisted
in promoting the Chamber of
His Mind
Commerce and it has done much.
The tact that it exist means to
To The Business Men of Rockland: every inhabitant of Rockland that
Your Chamber of Commerce has it has men who are meeting pay
made me it's executive secretary. I rolls from Rockland commerce who
will net be able to call on all ol you believe in Rockland's people, and in
at once, and I want to speed up the future of this community. If
this were not so every member of
the job ahead.
the Chamber of Commerce would
The best way I can think of is
have resigned at one time or an
tb gel Started with some general
other, • n the ground that it did not
ideas I believe we have in common.
benefit him directly.
Once we agree on what we have to
5 Having met most of the Cham
work Wvth. the rest will be up to
ber of Commerce members. I am
you anti the folks in Rockland.
Here arc some facts that I think certain Rockland has much than
are important to the further success a colorful past for it's future.
6. To be prepared to compete
of the Chamber of Commerce:
1. It has little authority except with other communities for our
the unity of action of it's members, share ol that future we have to:
thus it will fail if this unity docs
a Get together as a business
not exist.
group and keep Rockland a thriv
2. It doesn't print money, nor ing self-sustaining and improving
do it’s decisions of sponsored ac community on what we have.
tivities magically become realities
b. Lramatize the things we all
Cash has to be arranged for, and do out cf civic pride by doing them
members have to want to see it's I togetnei Few of us alone can do
ideas made successful enough to | much that will show.
work fur them.
| c. Ee ready to present a united
3. It's objectives and demo | front to new opportunity when tt
cratic se'-up have been worked out knocks at our Rockland door.
from a national pattern. This
Now I am just your executive
pattern has proved the most suc (secretary but I like to te on a team
cessful method of community pro that wins. It is important then

Chamber Secretary
Bartlett Speaks

LINES BY SOGLOW

BABY BEEF
IT HAS A DELlGHTFUl DIFFERENT TASTE!
PRICES A«! LOW - TOT IT TODAT

FLAVOR

TASTY

69c

ROUND STEAKS

Ib.

69c

BONELESS POT ROAST

Ib.

49c

LEGS - Soft Meated
Ib

Fores

39c

Ib.

59c

Fresh Deep Sea

Rib Chops Ib. 59c

Loin Chops Ib. 99c

''

SCALLOPS

Ib. 25c

Flank
BEEF LIVER

Ib. 39c

SAUSAGE, sliced

Ib. 33c

MINCED HAM

Ib. 39c

FRANKFORTS

Ib. 29c

2 lbs. 77c

HAMBURG

PHONE ORDERS FILLED

CHUCK ROAST

Ib. 39c

SM. SHOULDERS

Ib. 49c

Ib. 59c

OLEO
ALL rOPL'LAK VARIETIES

Ib. 29c

ALL WESTERN BE^F

WESTERN

STEAKS

ALL MEAT CUT TO ORDER

Watermelon Ib 6c

PRESERVES
MIRACLE WHIP

SALAD
DRESSING

Chicken for Pie °7tn"r

TRY OUR ITALIAN SANDWICHES
76-lt

tooooaooaoooaoooooooooiseaoaaoaaaooos

Evap. Milk

4 tins 49c

Perry's Coffee

ROCKLAKD, MAINE

39 c

5i?nz

Boned Turkey

SMALL’S

49c

JAMES S. COUSENS
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Business Opportunities
Cottages, lots and Dwellings
176 MAVERICK ST.
TEL ISM

- NOTICE Native

CORNED BEEF

CHICKENS

lean boneless brisket

Ib. 41c

Ib. 42c

Domestic Dressed
RABBITS

Read specification notice posted
st Friendship Post Office sr con
tact the School Committee mem
bers for Details.

,b. 69c

75-77

LAMB CHOPS

THOMAS J. IOTT

Boneless Chuck
POT ROAST or
STEW BEEF

Ib. 49c
BOLOGNA

Shoulder Cuts

Ib. 35c

Ib. 59c

Sliced • 39c

GENERAL BUILDER

T-Bone

CEMENT WORK
HI
I---------

SIRLOIN STEAK

STEAK

Ib. 49c

Ib. 65c

VEAL STEAK

Ib. 90c
CUBE STEAK

Ib. 75c
Lean and Tender
Honey-Comb

400

Libby's
363 Tin
Libby's
22
22 Oz. Jar

t AM f BELLS

3 tins 35c

Tomato Soup

3 pkgs. 15c

KEN-L2
RATION
Corned Beef 12TinOz.
Armour’s
Beef Stew 16 Oz. Tin

Dog Food

Ib. 35c
76'lt

Hershey Bars

Ur 21c

Corned Beef Hash ’U*’ 29c

Jell-o

Gold Medal FlourL? $2.19

String Beans

2 tins 25c

Air Wick

bot. 69c

Cream Corn

2 tins 25c

Bleach Water

qt. 17c

Maine Peas

2 tins 25c

Ammonia

qt 17c

Argo Gloss Starch pkg. 14c
UNIT

pkg. 15c

All

3 pkgs. 25c

Flavors

Post Sugar Crisp

7^

2 tins 25c

Oatmeal Bread

loaf 19c

„
, OUTDOORS?

OUR PAPER DEPARTMENT

21c"
PAD

S.O.S10

FEATURES

-Scott

Crackers

pkg. 33c

Tavern
Cigarettes
pkg. 18c
CARTON $1.73

25c

Spaghetti Prep,red

W COOKING-

6 for 25c

Ham & Cheese

Marshmallow Fluff

TUI 4L0M6

Salada Tea

39c

4 jars 39c

Baby Food

Tin

Lean. All Beef

SPECIAL SALE!

THE FAMOUS

GERBER'S

R A R

HAMBURG

2 lbs. 29c

Lard

47c

TRIPE

Ib. 25c

PURE

tins 31c

Meat Balls & Gravy tin 49c

Laundry Starch

Ib. 69c

39c

NVTRISHIS

Jt-tf

Butter

riain or Almond

Pkg.

Boned Chicken

Gum Drops

CREAMERY

i Ib. pkg. 58c

Or Orange
Slices

Choc. Pudding

Ib. 77c

Facial Tissues

12 oz. jar 29c
qt. 55c
BLUE
LABEL

TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL

ALL HAMBURG GROUND TO ORDER

UPPER PARK STREET

Lettuce 2 hds 27c

SUNSET - PURE
STRAWBERRY or RASPBERRY

'Pete' Edwards' Fresh Killed Poultry

WE MAKE THEM FRESH DAILY

2 lbs. 29c

GOLDEN RIPE
EOR SUMMER SALADS

Cantaloupe ea 25c

lb.

29c

Orangeade

BANANAS

PORTERHOUSE
SIRLOIN
TOP ROUND
TENDERIZED

46 OZ. TIN

HI-C

Ib. 55c

Clear Beef Pot Roast

Are Now In Order

TELS. M6-6M-M
#Ue-US LIMEROCK •».

Ib.

LAMB!! LAMB!! £ BEST

266 MAIN STREET - TELEPHONE 1691

Transportation Bids

Ambulance Service

LOIN STEAKS

For Stewing Ib 49c Rump Roast Ib 29c

TRENEER'S MARKET

FRIENDSHIP ELEMENTARY

Funeral Home

TIRES

It's Here — U. S. GRADED

CARD OF THANKS
PISTACHIO
I wish to thank my friends and
neighbors for their many kind
nesses to me during my recent ill
ICE CREAM
ness. The cards, letters, flowers J
and gifts were greatly appreciated.
SOLD AT ALL
Especial thanks to Dr Jameson j
Miss Dean, Mrs. Jackson and the
EDWARDS' DEALERS
nurses at Camden Community !
74-lt
Hospital.
Iva Wallace.
76‘lt <0000000000000000006
neeeooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooeeoaeoooooooo

[IhvisIunirhiHomis

BURPEE

good/Vear

COME AND SEE!!!!

ANOTHER

PHONE 701

1-tf

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE

Sweet Pickles

1LAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

WITH NEVER A THOUGHT

Editor cl The Courier-Gazette:
The Gals" of the BPW Club
offer their sincere thanks for the
lovely box of candy you sent us
at out last meeting. It was tho
roughly enjoyed by fat and slim
without thought of calorie.
We aiso appreciate the nice write
ups and publicity you have given us
in your paper, which all helps to
put the Club up front.
Again thanking you for every
thing.
Cordially Yours.
Rockland BPW Club
Irene C. Adolphsen, Cor. Sec.

that wc see eye to eye on the fund
amentals. Your ideas are vitally
important to me.
I will be in the office after July!
first or Mrs Adolphsen can make I
an appointment.
Roc'.:'and Chamber of Commerce!
R. W. Eartlett, Executive Secretary.

400000000000000000000001

RUSSELL
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Judge Zelma M. Dwinal presided
at the session of Municipal court
Wednesday morning.
Appearing
before him were:
Ranuall B Tuttle. Waterville,
chargee by State Trooper Harold
MitcheJ with failure to give the
right-oi-way, on Route 17. at Union
June 21 He pleaded guilty and was
fined $10 and costs of $5 which
he paid
Testimony indicated that Tuttle
was driving too close to the center
of the road, denying Charlton
Dauce t, Rockport, sufficient room
to pass. As a result of the conse
quent accident Tuttle's wife was
hospitalized.
Property
damage
was light and injuries were not
serious
•• • •
Ralph Burkett, of Thomaston
was chaiged by State Trooper Henry
Roper with going through a stop
sign at Rockport on June 20. He

pleaded guilty and paid a fine of
MO.
•• • •
Dale Leland ot Camden, was ac
cused bv Trooper Roper of speeding
in Camden on June 20; driving
60 ml es per hour in a 25 mile zone
on Elm Street. On his plea of
guilty, he was fined MO, which he
paid.

EVERYONE “FILLS" Their Bag When They Shop
At
PERRYS

Apricots, halves
Funeral Homo

Municipal Court

THIS IS THE STORE WHERE

Making plans tor your future? Make
iure those plans come true by invest
ing regularly in United States De
fense Bonds . . . Improved Defense
Bonds are now better than ever—
pay three per eent interest com
pounded semi-annually when held to
maturity. Join the Payroll Savings
Plan where you work for the regular
purchase of Defense Bonds. Ask your
employer to deduct a certain amount
each pay day toward the purchase
of a Bond. Even a little will mount
up. because vour savings are regular
and automatic. There's no safer,
sounder, surer way to save monev
than with United Statro Defense
Bonds. They’re now even belter!

The Sensible Ihinq To Do

EVERY FRIDAY

Pan Thraa

Old English

6 Oz. Bat.

Meat Sauce 15c

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, June 25, 1953

Page Four
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
•nee for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called, L e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaxetto
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaxetto. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

WANTED

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
COLLIE Pups for sale. Reg. Top
Bell-boy, dining-room hostess
quality for show and breeding.
Apply In
CHARLES BYBEE. Union. Maine. and chamber-maid.
HOTEL.
76 *81 Person. THORNDIKE
Main street.
76-77
CHEVROLET (1944) one and
Waitress want
one-half ton Truck for sale. Good edEXPERIENCED
or girl willing to learn the
body. Reasonably priced for quick work.
For Marion Village Snack
sale; also a 10-inch bench saw. Bar. Rt. 1, Rockport. TEL. Cam
Maybe seen at 3 Fulton street or den 441.
76-78
TEL. 1306-R after 5 p. m.
76-78
GIRLS wanted at ROCKLAND
26-POOT Boat for sale, with en POULTRY COMPANY. Apply In
gine. Call LELAND HAWKINS Person, 41 Tillson Avenue
76-77
TEL Camden 2001.
76*78
FOUR experienced Lady Waiters
BARBER Shop. Camden. Maine, and Man Waiters wanted. Top
for sale. Profitable over 40 yrs. pay. Apply to GEORGE PAPPAS.
Inquire 27 Belmont Ave. TEL. Midway Cafe. Mullins Royal Pine
Camden 2642.
76*78 Shows, Thomaston, Maine, Sunday
NINE-Piece Dining Room Set at 3 p. m. and Monday at 9 a. m.
76*77
for sale, a Bed Couch, Love-Seat,
3-piece Breakfast Set, 2 sets of
HOUSEMEN for work at the
Dishes. Stands, Antique Dishes Samoset Hotel. Apply to HOUSE
and Old Buttons. ELSIE J. WAL KEEPER Work cont. for sum
LACE. Tel. Warren 55.
mer season.
75-77
76-78
YOUNG Married Woman desires
1952 Studebaker. 4-yd. Dump work for the summer or longer as
Truck for sale. Exc. cond. good clerk or other various jobs TEL.
tires. JOHN UPHAM. Union Tel. Lincolnville 3-4655 .
74*76
17-2L______________________ 76*78
COOK wanted, plain cooking,
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks June 27, through July 10 at $80 per
for sale; bred for high egg produc week. For particulars call MRS.
tion and resistance to leukosis. We HOLT. North Haven, 9-11.
74-76
also have the Silver-Cross ROKES
WANTED: From June 27 until
POULTRY FARM. Cobb Road.
Camden. Me. Tel. 2261. 61-Th-tf Sept. 15. Single Garage near the
centre of Rockland. Please address
PAIR Work Horses for sale. To replies to LM.L., % The Couriergether or separate.
WILLIAM Gazette.
74*84
DONAHUE. Owls Head, Maine.
COTTAGE wanted, 2 wks. from
75*77
July 13 for 4 adults, 5 kids, will
HOTPOINT Elec. Range for take 2 places or private home.
sale, excellent condition.
TEL. TEL. 971-W1 please.
76*78
Camden 8814.
75*77
HAND Sewing wanted or any
ONE Horse Hayrack, complete. part-time work. TEL. 454-W.
'or sale; ready to use, $25. VIR75-77
3IL E HILLS. Tel. 147-3, WarWOMAN wanted for tray serv
•pn
75*77
ice, also maid wanted for house
NEW Milch Cow and calf for keeping department. Call 936 for
sale; 42 So. Main St., Rockland. appointment.
KNOX OOUNTY
TEL. 254-W.________________ 75*77 GENERAL HOSPITAL, City
70tf
GENERAL Trailer (1961) for
sale Modern, three rooms, excel
lent con.
EDWIN LERMOND.
West Rockport. ___________ 76-77
THE Spear Store. Corner Main
and Rankin Sts at the beginning
of the North End Rotary traffic,
for sale. The store is 28x86 feet
insidie measurement. 12 feet high.
An elegant place for restaurant or
coffee shop and cocktail lounge.
The 2 upper floors are same size
with 12 rooms and 3 bathrooms
TEL. 1204
and room enough to fix 13 more
rooms to let, 25 room hotel, coffee
373 MAIN STREET
shop and cocktail lounge. Will
ROCKLAND, MAINE
make a gold mine for the right
92-Th-tf I
party. A reliable party can buy
the above with a small down pay
ment as I'll be willing to take a
SAWS wanted to file by H. A.
mortgage of $25,000.
HARIRY Gordon. Call at W. H. GLOVER
CARR. Tel. 25. Rockland, Maine. STORE
69*77
75-83
IF you want the best auto body
GUINEA Hen Keets for sale. 40c and fender work, come to ROWL
each. Order early, supply limited. ING'S GARAGE, 778 Main Street,
ROSEACRE FARM, East Waldo- Rockland
47tf
74-86
icro. Tel. 209-2.
L.
LAWN
Mowers
wanted
to
sharp

WHITE Enamel Glenwood Oi!
on first-class machine. THE
Range for sale, $50. Call at 81 en
138 Camden St
CRESCENT ST.
75*77 FIX-IT-SHOP,
Tel. 1091-W.
63tf
UPRIGHT Sherman Plano for
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and
sale. TEL. 665-R or Tenants Har Batteries
wanted. MORRIS GOR
bor 93-22.
74*76 DON 3r 8ON.
6 Leland St.. Tel
30-FT House Trailer for sale, 123-W
98tf
A-l oondition. Inq. 64 NO. Main
CHILDREN wanted to care for
St. TEL. 686
74*76 by day or week, 2 years and up.
AFRICAN Violets, all colors. Practical nurse's training. Rea
Ferns. Vines, House Plants, Gera sonable rates. For information
niums, Seedlings for sale. DEAN'S CALL 1045-W Good opportunity
NURSERY, 325 Old County Rd. for factory workers.
86tf
Tel. 348-J.
71tf
A MEDICAL Secretary with spe
OIL Burners bought, sold and cial hospital training wanted, for
serviced. THE FIX-IT Shop, 138 a position in the Medical Records
Camden St. Tel. 1081-.W
Tltf Department. Call KNOX COUNTY
GENERAL HOSPITAL, Rockland,
TRAP STOCK!
54tf
We have on hand a coniolete for an appointment.
line of newly cut lobster trap stock
DONT discard your old or
for sale. INDEPENDENT LOB antique furniture. CaU. H. JOHN
STER COMPANY, Rockland. Tel. NEWMAN for restoring and reTel.
303.
47tf flnlshing; 46 Masonic Bt
IIMLAf
ltf
FIELD baled hay, for sale, direet
MRS E B SLEePEk will be
from field to you. Avoid buying
high cost hay during winter. Or at home, 239 Oedar St. and is pre
ders taken now and filled later as pared to make dresses, suits, coats,
hay is cut. For further information and aU kinds of furwork Altera
contact NEIL RUSSELL, West tions on same. Reasonable prices
Mtf
Meadow Road. Tel. 408.
70tf TEL. 36

CROSS’

PHARMACY

Prescription Service
Drugs - Sundries

SHOATS for sale, $25; also
white Emden Goalings. $1.50 each.
GREENLAW FARM. Lincolnville
Ave., Belfast, Maine.
67*100
Venetian

Blinds—Window

Picture Framing

Shades

All Colors and Styles
Free Installation and estimates
Tel. 938, UNITED HOME SUPPLY
579 Main Bt.. eitv

(TO

FRIINDUIST

CREDIT PLAN
IN TOWNI

1M A WEEK

BITLER CAB

A HOME SUPPLY
Rockland. Ma.

TeL 677

GOOD VI
rims

Mrs. Blanche Moody of East
Union Is visiting her son-in-law
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Peabody.
Miss Clara Eastman of Lyndon
Centre, Vt. is hone on vacation.
George W. J. Carr was one of
the honored guests of Commander
Albert P. Scott, of the USS The
Sullivans, for dinner Sunday.
Among the guests was Miss Jean
Brazier of Monroe, who had been
crowned queen of the American
Legion Convention.
The Baptist Sunday School pic
nic was held Tuesday at the Gil
bert Laite Memorial Beach at
Camden, having been put over
from Monday.
Judy
Robinson, five-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley

LOST AND FOUND
SUM of Money lost Saturday in
vicinity of Samoset. Finder return
to 36 CAMDEN ST. Reward. 76*lt

TO LET
MOD. furn. 5-room shore cot
tage to let; sand beach, 2 bed
rooms. screened porch, gas range,
wood heat, refrig., shower, boat.
FRED BATTY, So. Thomaston.
Tel. 647-W4.
76'78
CAMP on shore to let, elec
tricity, refrig., boat. By week or
month. B.ARBARA EAMES CAL
LAHAN. Owls Head.
76*78
TWO-Rm. furn. Apt. to let.
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC ST.
76*78
FURNISHED. 3 r. and priv. bath
utility, in Rockport, 300 yds. from
beach, nicely furnished, quiet
house, scenic grounds.
Adults.
TEL. Camden 2853.
76*lt
PRIV. bath 3 r. unfurn. Apt to
let Cab. sink, stove, sanded floor,
hot water, fine loc., in Rock. Mod
erate to adults. TEL. Camden
2853.
76*78
FIVE Rooms and bath, to let;
good location. Call at 181 SOUTH
MAIN St.
76*77
ONE small beautifully fur
nished, modern Apartment to let.
Located in Thomaston. Available
for July, August, September.
Adults only. Apply to ELMER C.
DAVIS. 356 Main street Tel. 77.
75-77
COTTAGE TO RENT

Five-room
Cottage
(one
a
screened-in porch) at Spruce Head
bridge, $50 a week. Personal in
terview
required.
WILBERT
SNOW.
75*77
THR.EF.-Rm
modern
heated
Apt. to let, hot and cold water,
bath, elec, stove and refrig. TEL.
262 or 1425.
75-77
UNFURN Apt. to let, automatic
hot water, 9 Limerock St., Rock
land. TEL. Camden 2500 .
75*77
COTTAGE for rent: 4 bdrm.
bath. lg. lvg.rm. firepl., porch, el.
refrig., el. range, hot, cold water,
fully equipt. evthng fur. Can be
seen anytime. TEL 971-W1.
76*78
FURNISHED Apt. to let, 2 large
rooms, closets, flush. TEL. 872-W
or call at 111 Pleasant St. John
son's.
73tf
COTTAGE to let for two months
at Dynamite Beach, 2 bedrooms,
living room and kitchen with elec
tric stove. Flush. OALL 1660-W
74tf
FOUR-Room Heated Apt. to let
on first floor, instant hot water, 2
fireplaces, modern flitchen, livingroom, dining room and bedroom.
One-car garage; 260 Broadway
TEL. 1660-W. Adults only.
74tf
LARGE Furn. Room to let at 24
School St. Kitchen privileges if
desired. TEL. 1448-J.
70tf
FIVE-Rooms with bath, to let;
hot and cold water furnished.
Adults only.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II.
Real Estate Broker,
509 Main St.,
Rockland
68tf
ROOM to let, 97 Union street.
TEL. 970-M
66tf
FURNISHED Cottages to let.
MRS L. S. MILLS. Pleasant Beach
South Thomaston, Maine.
61tf
REAR Office of two rooms to let
All modem, in the Carini Block
over Clark's Flower Shop. Tel.
1493-J.
55tf
SANDING Machine and polisher
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
CO., 440 Main St.
ltf
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts,
to let on Willow St. TEL. 939 or
1219.
lOltf
HEATED and unheated fum.
Apts, to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
Park St. Tels. 8060 and 1234
tf

MISCELLANEOUS

LIGHT Grading, dozing and
53tf
back-filling done at $5 per hour.
82 Limerock St
TEL. FISHER ENGINEERING, Camden
Rockland, Me.
1139
68tf
25-Th-tf
THE ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF
COMMERCE will be closed from
June 12 to Aug. 4. Open on Wed
The happiest persons are those nesdays during August, for enroll
67-78
who have forgotten how to worry. ment^

TERMS AS LOW

476 Main Street

ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone tt

Jltf

ANTIQUES bought and sold;
also, short settees for sale. LOUIS
FERREAULT. SR. Tel. Warren
78-21

WARREN

CROSS

Cesspools, Septic Tanks
Wake Up
and Cellars Pumped Out
C. E. FENDERSON
To More Comfort
SANITARY SERVICE
Without Nagging Backache
NaXXint backache. Iou of pop and energy,
hoadachen and dizziness may bo due to slow
down of kidney function. Doctora say good
kidney function ia very important to good
health. When so me everyday condition, auch
an stress and atrain, causes thia important
function to alow down, many folka suffer nag
ging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
cause getting up nighta nr freejut nt passages
Don't neglect your kidneys if these condi
tions bother you. Try Doan’a Pills-a mild
dtnretie. Used sueceanfally by millions for
over 5® years. It'a amazing how many times
Doan a give happy relief from these dineomforta— help the 1S m ilea of k idney tubes and fil
ters flush out waste. Get Doan'a Pills todryl

Tel. 1314 Rackland or
62051 Old Orchard Beach
Go anywhere 25 milea from here.
SINGER Sewing Mfg Co. Sales
8ervice and Repair. Write or Call
256 Water St., Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
Rockland Rep., John C
Benson,
376
Broadway.
Rockland
TEL
636-W
144-tf
SEOOND-Har.d Furniture bought
Tel 1374-W.
C W.

and sold.
SEWALL,

IO7«

Robinson, has returned home from
the Children’s Hospital, Boston,
where she had been a patient for
four weeks, receiving treatment.
Mrs. Mildred White has been
appointed substitute clerk at the
Warren post office, having suc
cessfully passed the examination.
She will start work July 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Schroyer
and daughters, Mary Sue, and
Nancy, and Mrs. Susan Stevens,
Mrs. Schroyer’s mother, all of
Washington, D. C. are at the
Schroyer summer home here.
Mrs. Edwin Boggs, Sr., is with
her son and daughter-in-law. Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Boggs. Jr., Con
cord, N. H. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Boggs, Jr. are parents of a son,
Christopher, born at Concord, N.
H. Monday.
Mrs. P. D Starrett has returned
home from a visit in Whitman,
Mass., with her brother and sis
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Sewall
Vaughan. She also was guest of
Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia, while
away.
Miss Jane Wyllie of Arlington,
Mass., is vacationing with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Wyllie.
Pvt. Willis Perry, who parsed a
delayed enroute furlough with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Perry, has reported at Camp staneman.

Tuesday-Thursday'

The program and executive
comm:'tees of the Woman’s Club
Study Unit met Tuesday afternoon
with Itos. Phillip Simmons, to make
plans for the club year which
will open September 17th. The
committees adopted the theme, Our
American Heritage for the coming
season, which will be carried out
in var'ous phases. Mrs. L. Robert
MacKenzie will present a book
review at the September pic
nic meeting, which will be held with
Mrs. Willis Vinal.
The Warren Extension Association
picnic will be held next Tuesday at
the Campbell Shore. Seven Tree
Pond. An out door fire place on
the shore may be used by those who
wish to grill frankfurters. Each
membe.- will furnish own lunch.
The Union Pair exhibit commit
tee cf the Warren Extension Asso
ciation met Tuesday night with
Mrs. Harold Searle to make plans
for the booth. Members of the
committee are Mrs. Fred Richards.
Mrs. Searle, Mrs. Carl Perry, and
Mrs. Leo Laukka.
Miss Florence Packard has closed
the Village Beauty Salon here and
is empljyed for the summer month
as a beautician in the Poland Spring
House.
Button Club

The Tri-County Button Club
will meet Saturday with Mrs Belle
Cobb in Searsport. Each member
will take box lunch. The program
will feature each member telling
how he or she started their button
collection. Coffee wiil be served
by the hostesses.

Miss Lois Norwood, who has
completed her year's teaching duties
at the Fairfax. Vt., Junior high
school, passed a few days with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nor
wood. and now is located at South
Will Picnic
ampton, L. I., New York, employed
The Help One Another Circle
for the summer at the Irving Hotel of King’s Daughters will meet Fri
there.
day for a picnic at the Philbrook
cottage at South Pond. Should it
REAL ESTATE
rain Friday, the picnic will be
postponed to next Tuesday.
REAL ESTATE
Promotion Day will be observed
Owls Head: 300 ft. frontage, 150
ft. depth; 7-room house, newly by the Congregational Sunday
shingled, cellar perfect condition school Sunday morning with atten
with new furnace of forced hot air dance awards to be made, and the
with humidifier, oil. New electric presentation of diplomas and Bibles.
hot water heater, plumbing new
copper tubing. Rooms lowposted The presentation will be made by
and newly decorated. Venetian Mrs. S.riney Wyllie, Sunday school
blinds. Plenty of closet space. superintendent, and Mrs. Fred Per
Elec, refrigerator, end heater, May
tag automatic washer, Youngstown kins J . superintendent of the besink, electric stove. Large sunny ginnets.
kitchen, house insulated. Large
barn-garage attached to house.
Near stores. This is one of the
MOWmost attractive locations in Owls
Head, $11500.
LiBALL
North End: 5-room house with
flush and piping all ready for tub
and lavatory. All plumbing new
Very fine cellar. All rooms in
first-class
condition.
Beautiful
sunny kitchen. Plenty of land
House needs shingling, located on
dead-end street.
Excellent for
children, near new proposed North
School. Very fine buy at $6000.
North End: We have a nice
2-apartment building with 5 rooms
up. 5 down. 2 in attic. Each apart
ment has flush, hot and cold
water. Cellar deep and in fair
condition.
Barn attached.
In
terior of house in good repair. Lot
REAL ESTATE
75X125. Owner will take $3500 for
a quick sale.
Owls Head, Crescent Beach: Cot
Main Street Property at North tage for sale; bath, fireplace, fur
End: One 3-apartment building nace, 3 bedrooms.
Beach and
and store with apartment over wood lot. CHAS. MURCH. Au
head. Present owner has spent gusta, Maine.
76*87
great deal of money repairing this
Owls Head Village: 7-rm. House
property.
Present income $1680 for sale, with excellent ocean view
per year. Will sell for $12,000 and FRANK E. MOORLAN, Owls
take a mortgage for responsible Head, Maine.
76*78
persons. New owner should net
West Rockport—Here is a beau
10% on his investment. Fudy
rented now
Present owner will tiful spot to live, either in retire
show records of money spent and ment or for poultry raising. A
present income. This you should nice Cape Cod house with oil-fur
nace heat gives comfort the year
investigate.
Rockville: 5-room house with around, a large sunporch looks out
bath, shed easily convertible to across fields and distant hills form
garage, house in good general con a delightful view. A modern bath
dition, new furnace and cellar. room and tastefully decorated
Owner moved out of town. Will house leaves nothing to do but
move in and put the coffee pot on.
sell for $3200.
Warren: One and one-half story, All this plus fruit trees. 12 a
7 rooms, all low posted and in ex land, poultry' buildings, and equip
cellent repair. Full bath and 2 ment for only $6500.
Large plot of land 253x780 on
bedrooms upstairs; flush, double
Extends from
living room, dining room, den and South Main St.
kitchen down. Built-in bookcases street to shore. Excellent devel
in living room. Pine paneling in opment opportunity, $3150.
Investment Opportunity: 4 Apt.
hall and in one lvig-room; 12
closets in this house. Built-in dwelling with opportunity for an
other
on the third floor. This
china closet in ddnng room. Hot
air furnace 4 years old. oil; all place needs no repairs or re-deco
plumbing new copper tubing from rating and has a good income. No
street all through the house, near information over the phone.
Cottage Lot on Spruce Head
hydrant.
Complete Youngstown
kitchen. There are so many fine Island. 63’xl00’. $400.
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II,
features to this house thqt you
Real Estate
must see it to fully appreciate the
Telephone 1574
509 Main Street
value. Oall for appoinment.
Rockland. Maine
Camden: 7-room house in excel
76-lt
lent repair. Hot water heat with
American Radiator boiler. 2 years
SUMMER Cottage at Crescent
old. This house heats for $175 a Beach, Owls Head, for sale. Six
year. Electric hot water heater, rooms and bath, on one floor, fur
complete modern kitchen, barn- nished.
Fireplace, new artisan
garage attached. Plenty of stor well. E'.ec. pump. Three extra
age space. One of most desir lots. M. W SWAN St. Route 1282
able locations in Camden. Large Rockland Tel. 551-M3
75*77
spacious lot, $12 000
We have cottages located at
FOR SALE
Waterman Beach, Crockett Beach.
Coopers Beach, Spruce Head. Vinalhaven, Me., 5 room Cape Cod
Searsport, Owls Head and Norton House; modern, stable, snark bar;
15 acres, on main road. Price $4250.
Pond.
Beautiful Sheep Island is up for B. E. McELROY, 1491 Grafton SL,
sale with a fine strip of land at Worcester, Mass., Tel. 7-0274 or
Hendrickson's Point in Owls Head Vinalhaven.
75*77
as an embarkation point. Call us
about this.
THINKING OF BUYING!
We have listed an area of ap
So. Cushing; A new 7-room
proximately 40 acres that would House being offered for the first
make one of the best areas for new time. Every convenience, 3 fire
housing in the city. There are places. nice view. Shown by appt.
rights of way from Route 1 to it. only.
This whole area can be bought for
Owls Head Village: 5-rm. mod
$2800. Call for appointment.
ern Home overlooking water. Ask
If you are planning to enter ing $7150.
business in this area we have sev
Tenants Harbor: Beautiful home
eral business opportunities listed with income apartment Situated
and several lots available for new in village with acre of land bor
business construction.
dering water. Real value for im
JAMES S COUSENS,
mediate sale.
170 Maverick Street,
Tel. 1538
See
Licensed Real Estate Broker.
DON HENRY.
76*79
76-lt
99 Park
St..
Rockland, Me
74-76
IF YOU WISH TO BUY OB
SHORE frontage Cottage lots
SELL CONSULT
for sale. Tel. 438-M1 or write
MRS
MILDRED
WALDRON

West’s^^Farm Agency, Inc.
mr8™faye

Telephone 2754 Camden

149-eoTh-tf

Spruce Head.

80tf

LARGE Lot, foundation far sale,
sewer, water, cost over $2200. Will
sacrifice,
Inquire
156 TALBOT
AVE.
50«

Island Girl Wed

UNION
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

A Finnish concert and dance will
be given July 11 at the Thompson
Memorial with part of the pro
ceeds going to local veterans.
East Union Cemetery Associ
ation holds a public supper Friday
night, June 26, from 5.30 p. m. to 7
p. m. All are invited to attend
and help raise needed funds.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Godfrey
of Lexington, Mass., were Friday
afternoon callers at Mr. and Mrs. i
Charles Howes.'
Mr. and Mrs Cecil Tyler, Jr. of I
Billerica, Mass. were overnight,
guests recently of Mr. and Mrs.:
Charles Howes.
An all day mowing bee will be
held at Lakeview Cemetery Sun
day, June 28. If stormy, the next
fair Sunday. All lot owners and
others interested in the cemetery
are invited to attend or donate to
ward same. Refreshments will be
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Johnson,
Leora and Clyde Johnson of Wind
ham were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs Merton Payson, coming
earlier in the day to participate in
the Legion parade in Rockland.
Saturday, July 11, a concert will
be given at the Thompson Memo
rial Hall by a Finnish Accordionist
Orni “Lucky” Laihanen. Part of
proceeds will go to the benefit of
legion . Further details will be an
nounced.
Mrs. Constance Durkee enter
tains today, Thursday, the Exten
sion Association with Mrs. Juanita
Hawes, food leader, subject is Easy
Everyday Desserts.
Corp. Lyle Cameron, USMC and
wife are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Cameron before leaving for
a marine base at El Torso, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Johnson
of Avon, Conn., arrive Saturday
at the Fuller cottage, Sennebec
Lake.
Mr. and Mrs D. E. Brainard of
Schenectady, N Y will visit rela
tives in town from July 4 to 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burnham
will entertain for 10 days, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Burnham and chil
dren Carol and Dale of Greenfield,
Mass.
Visit Boston

Charles Howes accompanied a
group of “Crow Boys” who in
cluded Butch Morine, Roger Aus
tin, Bobby Austin, Westford Han
non, Paul Doughty, Vincent Wil
liams and David Collins to Boston
Sunday and attended the Red Sox
and St. Louis ball game at Fenway
Park.
Community Club Picnic

Woman's Community Club met
Tuesday at Mrs. Virginia Mc
Elwee's for first picnic of season;
24 members and four guests pres
ent enjoyed the dinner served on
the spacious grounds. A business
meeting followed, at which time
the club voted to contribute to the
Christian Children Fund, also vot
ed to hold two food sales, the first
to be held Friday, July 10 at Gorden’s Store, with Mary Barker, Edna
McKinley and Eva Starrett, com
mittee in charge, Voted jo hold
next meeting date to be announced
with a dinner party at Priscilla's
Shop, Winslow's Mills. Commit
tee to arrange party, Mrs. Florence
Calderwood, Mrs. Martha Fuller
and Mrs. Aubyne Hawes. Mem
bers attending State Federation
at Rockland, gave interesting re
ports. Members were asked to mail
cards of cheer to Mrs. Jessie Stew
art, 183 Newman avenue, Seaconk,
Mass., care of L. J. Demaranville.
Mrs. Stewart a former member,
suffered an ill turn recently. All
announced the day an enjoyable
affair.
Donald D. McEdwards

Friends in Union and vicinity
were shocked to learn of the death
of Donald McEdwards, 56, caused
by collision of his truck and a se
dan on Route 22A in Arwell, Vt.,
on Saturday, June 13. Funeral
services were held at Shortham,
Vt. on Tuesday afternoon June
16 at the Shoreham Congrega
tional Church by Rev. Dewitt Dick
son and Howard Selby of Boston.
State Police said that McEdwards,
a cheese maker, whose borne was
in Shoreham, was alone in his
truck, and that the accident ap
parently occurred as McEdwards
attempted to turn onto Route 2QA
from a dirt road. The sedan op
erated by Samuel Prince, 51. of
Newark, N. J., was headed north.
The truck overturned and the se
dan plowed into a field. Both
vehicles were demolished. Mc
Edwards died as he was being put
aboard the ferry to be taken to
the Ticonderoga hospital, with a
fractured skull, a series of broken
bones and severe cuts. Mrs. Ethel
Prince of Newark, N. J. who was
critically injured in the accident,

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About
TELEVISION
167-tf

In Portland

VINALHAVEN
ALLIE P. LANE
Correspondent

Telephone 179-2

Mrs. William Cleaves Tebbetts

Miss Lucille Joanne Woodcock of
Cumberland Foreside was united in
marriage with Private William
Cleaves Tebbetts of Wildwood
Park, Cumberland Poreside on
May 29 at Portland.
Mrs. Tebbetts is the daughter
of Mrs. William J. Blasdell of
Cumberland Foreside and Edwin E.
Woodcock of Vinalhaven. She at
tended the Vinalhaven schools
until two years ago and recently
graduated from Greely Institute in
Cumberland.
Private Tebbetts is the son of
Mrs. Wendall Blackwell of Wild
wood Park, Cumberland Foreside
and Leon H. Tebbetts of Augusta.
He attended the Chebeague Island
Schools and graduated from the
Chebeague Island High School.
He was employed at the Fal
mouth Gardens in Falmouth be
fore entering the service. He is
now stationed at Fort Riley, Kan
sas.
Mrs. Tebbetts left last Saturday
for Kansas, to join Private Teb
betts.

Warren Lions
Sponsor a Worthy

Cause

Among those who attended
Legion Convention at Rockli
over the weekend are: Mr.
Mrs. George Lawry, Mrs. Oh
Lawry, Mr. and Mrs Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Poole, Mr.
Mrs. William Bruce and daugh
Diane, David Duncan, Sr., el'
Webster, Murray Hopkins,
and Mrs. Carleton Clark,.
Laura Hanley, Mr. and
roll Gregory, Mrs. Sylvia A nth,
Mr and Mrs. Richard Young,
and Mrs.. L. B. Dyer and son
ward, Mr and Mrs. Leon A
Mrs. Sidney Smith.
Timothy Lane and Edward
returned Monday from Forth
Warren Loveless left Tuesday
Southport, where he has emp'
ment during the summer vacat
Clarence Conway returned Ti
day from a visit with his broi
Stanley Conway and family
East Hartford. Conn.
Sidney Smith, Quarterma
2d, United States Navy, pa
the weekend with his wife
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leor^Yr
Leaving Sunday to join his l
“The Sullivans” which was
Rockland harbor during the
gion Convention, he was ace
panied by wife and parent^
Rockland for the parade and
also visited aboard the ship “|
Sullivans."
Mrs. Ada Joyce has re tut
from Unaville, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Rapport
daugihter Ellen of New York
have arrived at the Stein cottj
at the Reach.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ames J
turned Sunday from a motor
to the Gaspe Peninsula.
Among early arrivals at Rlri
side Hotel” are: Miss Florl
Meyer, West Chester, Pa. and
D. Edwardo Biehn, West d
ter, Pa.
The Willing Workers spent V
nesday at “Camp Braemar.”
ner was served, and the day
most enjoyble.
Island Club

Motorists halting at each of the
five "Stop" signs in Warren Satur
day will be greeted momentarily by
members of the Warren Lions Club
seeking donations for the Judy
Fund. The stops will be of the
briefest in order not to delay traf
fic. A flyer telling in a few words
the story of the Illness of the 4'i
year old Warren girl will be pre
sented along with a printed Lions’
“Thank You” card for those who
choose to contribute.
The youngster, one of four chil
dren in a good but modest family,
was stricken May 1 and constant
hospitalization in Maine and Bos
ton since has taken every dollar in
the family purse. Judy is very
popular in Warren and the Lions
Club is conducting this tag day in
an effort to help her to regain her
health. Five teams, under Fred
Perkins. Harry Stred, Peter French,
Arthur Burgess and William Pod
kowa will man the posts and per
sons wishing to aid this worthy
cause may send contributions to
any of the five, care of Warren
Lions Club.
died Wednesday in a hospital in
Ticonderoga, N. Y.; also critically
injured was Mrs Prince’s motherin-law, Mrs. Ann Wolseiller. Mr.
Prince and Herman Cohen were
slightly injured.
Mr. McEdwards was born in
Irvine, Pa., Sept. 21, 1896, son
of the late James and Grace Mc
Edwards. He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Vera Perry McEdwards, five
sons, James of Franklin, Mass.;
Donald of Rouse's Point, N. Y.;
Foster, who is flying in Arabia;
Perry, U. S. Merchant Marine and
A/2c Robert, Port Benning, Ga.,
two daughters, Mrs. Norma Dodge
Dedham, Mass., and Miss Joney
McEdwards, of Shoreham; his
mother, Mrs. Grace McEdwards of
Houghton, N. Y.; nine grandchil
dren and a sister, Mrs. Archie
Smith of Georgia.
Mr. and Mrs. McEdwards were
former residents of Union, having
lived in town over ten years, at
which time he was manager of the
New England Dairies, Inc., at
Union
The bearers were Thomas Macauley, George Severance, Oliver
Farnham, William Dick, Edward
Wing, Donald Ross. Lloyd John
son and Robert Levitt. Burial was
in Lake View Cemetery at Shore
ham.

Complete Home Building
and Repairs
H. M. BOWNESS, Builder
Estimates Free
SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
Tei. 625-W3

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY 8IZB

On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Island Club met Friday
ernoon with Mrs. Doris Can<
at her home. The afternoon
spent with knitting. After a
licious luncheon served by the
teas, the group adjorned to Gr:
Park and spent an enjoyable
ning.
Conways Entertain

Monday evening at their h
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Conway
tertained the following group
Smorgasbord, television and g
singing: Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Christ, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin 3
dox, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bn
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Sutliffe,
William Clayter, Mrs. Clail
Bennett, Grant Duell and G«
Clements.
Dine Out-of-Doors

Sunday night the folloj
couples, enjoyed a lobster dt
cooked on the out-of-doors
place at the home of Mr. and
Edwin Maddox, whose guests J
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew flilcl
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey, Mr.
Mrs. Clyde Bickford. Mr. and
Gilchrist were honor guests
celebration of their wedding a
versary and also of the birthds
Mrs. Gilchrist. They were re|
ents of nice gifts and all of
group enjoyed the delicious su
and the pleasant evening toge
To Attend Services

The Masons and Order of
Eastern Star will attend th
o'clock service at Union Ch
Sunday, in observance of St. J,
Day. Rev. W. S. Stackhouse
deliver the address. His su
“A Religion for Protestant^ C
olics and Jews" There will^e
cial selections by the choir.
(Continued on Page Five)

Iron-lodine-Starv
Blood and Glar

Leave Thousands Feeli
“Only Half-Alive”
BL

If you are rundown, f
worn-out, discouraged—li

—poor appetite, don’t fee
ened. Chances are you ai
ting enough of the im
Vitamins—with plenty o]
precious Iodine from yoi
What you should do it
RIZAN for 30 days to
right up and make you
life is worth living.
FERRIZAN (in tab
brings you a generous su;
valuable B Vitamins, plei
57-tf
for richer, redder blood,
important of all, the full
daily requirement of th
Iodine for the ductless
For more strength and
help you shed your yeai
younger—be more optir
correct diet inadequacies
try FERRIZAN 6atiafa<
anteed or vour money I
GOODNOW’S

PHA1

Tuesday-Thursday-SaturSay

WINTER-LIBBY NUPTIALS IN CAMDEN

THOMASTON
Newi

ran riw
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Mrs. Jack Dorsey and son John |
Joseph of Arlington, Mass , are
visiting her father. Joseph Brad
ley, for the summer.
Malcolm Carney Is having a
two weeks’ vacation from the Cen
tral Maine Diesel Plant. Rock
land, where he is employed.
Mr, and Mrs Charles Tisdale of
Gardiner were recent caller on
Walter Stackpole at Knox Hospi
tal. They also called on Miss
Emma Stackpole and Miss Pran
ces Shaw
John Jenkins has finished his
course at the Knox Business Col
iege, Rockland and is employed at
the Camden National Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sterling
and children Ricky and Russell of
Clark Island, were recent guests
of Mr and Mrs. Winfred Williams.
Malcolm Creighton of Boston is
spending the summer with his
mother, Mrs. Ruth Creighton at
their home on Main street.
Mrs. Ruth Peyler has returned
home from Knox Hospital, where
she was a surgical patient.
Dicky Chadwick has returned

VINALHAVEN
(Continued from Page Four)
message by the pastor of the eve
ning meeting: “The Portrait Of
a Christian.” This is the third of
a series.
Skoog-Leighton

A wedding of interest to many
In town was held Saturday, June
13 in Lubec at the Congregational
Christian Church, when Miss Ruth
Marie Leighton, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernard Leighton of
West Lubec, became the bride of
Denis Ronald Skoog. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gosta Skoog of Vinalha
ven. Rev. Valton U. Morse offi
ciated at the double-ring cere
mony. Baskets of white carna
tions and white gladioli decorated
the altar. The bride, given in
marriage by her father, was lovely
in a floor-length gown, with train
of nylon tulle over white satin.
She carried a bouquet of white
roses centered with a white orchid.
Miss Faye Leighton, sister of the
bride, was maid of honor, wearing
a ballerina-length gown of mint
green tulle over taffeta with
a tiara of pink carnations. She
carried a colonial bouquet of pink
carnations.
Miss Norma Skoog, cousin of the
bridegroom and Miss Thelma
Farmer, a friend of the bride, were
bridesmaids and wore ballerinalength gowns of shrimp colored
tulle over taffeta, with tiaras of
yellow carnations. They carried a
colonial bouquet of yellow carna
tions.
Miss Sandra Ramsdell.
cousin of the bride, as flower girl,
wore a yellow nylon dress over
taffeta with matching slippers.
The bride's mother, Mrs. Leighton,
SOCIAL

DANCE

OWLS HEAD GRANGE HALL
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
MUSIC BV HAWAIIANAIRES
Donation 50c, Everyone Welcome
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home from Miles Memorial Hos
pital, Damavjgcotta, where he was
a tonsilectomy patient.
Mrs. Arlene Spaulding and Mrs.
Eleanor Clark are attending a
course for school lunch workers at
the University of Maine this week.
Mrs. Myles Weston has returned
home from the Faulkner Hospital,
Jamaica Plain, Mass., where she
was a surgical patient.
David Stackpole is at Camp
Eustace Va., for two weeks ROTC
training.
Forty young people of the Bap
tist Church went on a hot dog
roast Monday night at Drift Inn.
Nelson Sabien is a patient at
the Veterans' Hospital. Togus.
Beta Alpha

The Beta Alpha meets Monday,
June 29 for a 6.30 picnic supper at
the home of Mrs. Leila Smalley,
Knox street. Each one bring own
dishes and silver. The supper
committee will be: Mrs. Jessie
Simmons, chairman, assisted by
Mrs. Avas Brazier, Mrs. Dorothy
Libby, Mrs. Mae Libby and Mrs.
Mertie Grover.

Photo by Jura
Vidor Hills was installed as King Lion of the Thomaston Lions Club last evening during the annual
Ladies’ Night and installation of the club. The installing officer was District Governor-Lied Gerald Grant
of Rockland. Left to right above are: Vidor Hills. Gerald Grant. Otto Irvine, retiring president, and John
Hill, the new club secretary. Other officers include Lawrence Hill, treasurer; William Brooks, Jr., first vice
president; Benjamin Smalley, second vice president and John Kinnev, third vice president.

nut S icet, Mr. and Mrs. Donald urdays. 9 a. m. to noon.
Dodge, gardens only, and Mrs.
Registered mail accepted and
CAMDEN
Joseph E Swan, Bay View Street.
delivered at General Delivery
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
when Registry window closed Box
Hours At Camden P. O.
Correspondent
delivery after arrival each mail
Telephone 2197
There will be a change in win
was gowned in blue with white ac
including Saturdays. Sundays and
dow
hours
at
the
Camden
Post
cessories. Mrs. Skoog, mother of
holidays.
Office effective July as follows:
the bridegroom, wore navy blue
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Harmon
General delivery and stamp win
sheer, accented with white. They
are vis ing his brother and family,
People who say nothing is im
wore corsages of red roses. Leon Mr. and Mrs. James Harmon in dows: Daily (Monday through
Friday), 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.; Sat possible have never tried to have
ard Skoog, brother of the bride Cambrdge. Mass.
urday, 8 a. m to noon; holidays, a good time while broke.
groom was best man. Ushers were
Mr. pnd Mrs. Kenneth Dickey
after arrival each mail.
Earland Sieight and Fred Abbott.
and daughter Jeannette left Thurs
Money Order and Registry Win
Don't demand lower taxes with
The traditional wedding march day morning for a few days in
dows: Daily (Monday through out saving just what public expen
was played by Miss Bertha Mahl- Boston
Photo by Cross
Friday), 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.; Sat diture jou want stopped.
man. Wedding music included:
Mr. and Mrs. Emil E. Winter, Jr. (Miss Katherine Lucille Libby)
The*? will be a public supper at
"I Love You Truly," “A Dream.” the Methodist Church June 27 by the
Miss Katherine Lucille Libby, ported illusion was attached to a
Mrs. Daniel Ayotte, soloist sang members of the WSCS.
CIRCUS PIG BILLED FOR FOURTH
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kendric ,
oonnet of imported nylon lace
”O Promise Me,” and Because.”
Mrs Eabert J. Mundy and son of
She carried a bouquet of white
The town hall was the scene of | Jacksc l’.viile, Florida are guest of
Libby became the bride of Emil E.
AT THOMASTON WITH YORKIE
sweet teas and stephanotis with a
the reception with about 160 Mr. an 1 Mrs. Kendric Libby.
Winter, Jr„ son of Mrs. Roxie Win white orchid.
guests attending.
Mrs. David
ter ani the late Emil Winter of
GeoifC Carlton of Quincy, Mass.,
The matron of honor was Mrs.
Duncan, Jr., sister of the bride was a weekend guest of Mr. and
Kingfeld, Sunday afternoon at Christ'ne MacMullen, who wore a
COMMERCIAL
groom, had charge of the guest Mrs. Gilbert Harmon. While he
4 o’clock at the Chestnut Street ballerina-length gown of pale blue
book. Mrs. Ronald Cheney and attended the reunion at Bowdoin
PHOTOGRAPHY
Baptist Church, with the Rev Mel nylon ret with a.ccirdian pleated
Mrs. Ralph Ray presided at the College.
vin H. Dorr Jr., performing the I s^irt
The jacket and bodice of
i
punch bowl. After the traditional
All Types of
double nng ceremony.
The Harbor Chorus, under the
pale I vie lace was fashioned with i
first slice of wedding cake was cut direction of Lewis Pendleton with
The church was decorated with nylon net with accordion pleated
Commercial Photographyby the bride and bridegroom, Mrs. Mrs. Ruth Dalton of Rockland as
ferns, candelbra, snapdragons and ■ stand up cuffe ghe WQre a match. I
Groups, Weddings,
Clarence Ramsdell cut the re accompanist, will present a concert
spires. Preceeding the ceremony , ing ne. pic.ure hat
a
Industrial, Marine
mainder of the cake.
Robert Laite. soloist, sang “Ch. Per- bouque.
£he)1 pinfe
Thg
sacred and secular music at the
and Insurance, Aerial.
The bride is a graduate of Lubec Camden Opera House, Sunday 28.
feet Love ” and “The Lord's Prayer”, j bridKnaids were Mlss Jean winter
High School and attended Beals at eight o’clock.
Mrs. Edna Libby of Castine was j Qf
sis[w Q{ [he groom; '
The Chorus
College in Bangor. The bride numbers fifty voices and includes
organist.
■ Miss Janice Koster of Rockland;
S. L. Cullen
groom attended High School, and singers from Rockland, Lincoln
The bride who vas given in ■ Mlss •’(ieresa LaPoint of Poultney,
the Maritime Academy in Castine ville, Reckport and Camden.
marriage by her father, wore a 1 vt; c0;jege classmate of the bride;
TEL. 907 or 770
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
He is currently employed with the
full length gown of white imported Miss Harriet Finan, Terryville,
Naom. Sewing Circle members will
Texas Company of New York. Mr. enjoy a covered dish supper at the
Alenco.i lace over sa'in fashioned Conn., and Mrs. Frances Smith of
and Mrs. Skoog left for a three camp of Mrs. Kenneth Herrick at
with a chapel length train, and
weeks honeymoon in the White Megunticook Lake on Friday.
cascade of accordion pleated nylon
Mountains, Niagara Falls and Members are asked to meet at the
tulle. The off the shoulder bodice
Canada. For traveling the bride IOOF hall at five o'clock.
had a nylon tulle yoke studded with
OPENING SATURDAY, JUNE 27
chose a deep blue linen suit with
pearls and sequins. and long pointed
The American Legion Auxiliary
wTiite accessories and a corsage of will hold a special meeting Friday
sleeves. Her fingertip veil of imwhite orchids.
at 7.30 p. m. at the Legion Hall.
Among the out of tow-n guests
ROUTE 1
CAMDEN
Open House Day
1901 - LAKEWOOD - 1953
were: Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Skoog,
All This Week at 8, Mat. Sat. 2.30
Open House Day will be held by |
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Skoog. Mrs.
SPECIAL SUNDAYS:
The Comedv of 1000 Laughs
Lola Swears, Mrs Walter Geary, the Garden Club on Thursday, July
"TONS OF MONEY"
Mr. and Mrs. David Duncan, Jr., 16. with the house and gardens
Roast Prime Rib of Beef - $3.00
Miss Norma Skoog all of Vinalha being open from eleven a. m. to
AI.I.
NEXT
WEEK
BEG.
MON.
OTHER DINNER SPECIALS—$1.75—$3.50
ven. Mr. and Mrs Joseph Cuoco five p. m. There will be a snack bar
Matinees Wednesday-Saturday
of Medford, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. at the Camden Yacht Club under
Also a la Carte Service
Rodgers & Hammerstein's
James Mulholland, Mr and Mrs. the dirtetion of Mrs. Ray Wcrthen
Greatest Musical
Carroll Ramsdell and Mrs. Ralph and Mrs. Walter Strang. The fol
LUNCHEON-12-2
Ray of Eastport, Fred Abbott, lowing homes will be open; madame
"CAROUSEL”
DINNER-5.30 - 8
The Fourth of July Parade in went into Canada recently and
Boston, Mi's. Clarence Hurlburt Bxiu Sayao, Belfast Road, Justice
No Advance in Prices
of Sudbury, Mass., Roger Persibal and Mrs Frank Tirrell, Elm Street, Thomaston will be highlighted by gave permission for Yorkie to stage
Open Every Day Except Wednesday
All Seats $1.20, $1.80, tax inc.
76-lt
Miss Doiothy Kent and Miss Marion
an act or two locally in return for
76-lt
of Pittsfield.
‘ Amelia and Yorkie.” Amelia is
Kingston, Pleasant St;
Edwin
the care of Amelia.
the famous trained pig belonging
Sears and Vincent Shorthome.,
Amelia is known to millions over
to the internationally known clown,
“The Cushion Mansion”, Chestnut
the nation through her appearances
NCE
\
Felix Adler, who is one of the fea
WALDOBORO
DA
Street. Parker Morse Hooper, Chest
with Adler in the circus ring and J
tures of the Ringling Brothers and
MRS RENA CROWELL
through 34 performances before the
Barnum & Bailey Circus. Yorkie
Correspondent
television cameras.
is well known in his own right in
Telephone 250
Lights* Pavilion
Above, Yorkie puts
Amelia
the clown field.
through her paces in a practice
Adler left his performing porker
run preparatory to the Thomaston
EVERY
: Mrs. Gertrude McTeer of Machias
with Yorkie and Harold (Squeak I
show. If Amelia keeps working on
j was a guest Monday of Mrs. Ida
Grindle of Camden when the circus
that bottle, she is going to be a
Stahl.
FRIDAY NIGHT
fat old lady by the time Felix Adler
Dr. and Mrs. Alton Richardson of
Adm. 50c, tax incl.
gets her back with the circus.
Revere. Mass., were at Roscoe Hink
Meanwhile, the kiddies and grown
ley, Sunday
ORCH: NOR’EASTERS
ups alike are in for a treat during 5
At the Regular meeting of Wi76’ltJI
Starting
Saturday!
the
parade.
wurna Chapter, O.E.S. held Tues
WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
day evering the following Chapters
£Every Evening at 8.M. Matinees!
^Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at JOt
were nresent, Lakeveiw, Jefferson.
TODAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Grace, Thomaston, Ivy, Warren.
(•LAST TIME TODAY, JUNE 25}
MATINEE, 1.30 — EVENING 6.30 - 7215
Pemaquid Bristol. Orient, Union.
Doris Day, Gordon MarKae in
Crystal, Darmariscotta. Annette
"BY THE LIGHT OF THE
Saco. Clement, Worcester, Mass.
SILVERY MOON”
Crescent, East Boothbay. Garrison
— In Technicolor —
Hill, W'scasset. The refreshmeent
committee was Mrs. Olive Crowell,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Mrs. Madge Hauck, Mrs. Marjorie
THE ONLY
JUNE 26-27
Freeman, Mrs. Alma Fitch. This
FIAl-LENGTH FEATURE OF
Maureen O’Hara, Alex Nicol inji
was the last meeting for the sum
“THE REDHEAD FROM
mer.
WYOMING”
Mr. and Mrs. John Williams were
— In Technicolor —
in Union recently where they bought
AND ABC RADIO NETWORK
a home.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

HIGH TIDE

Up-to-the-minute

IT—Rosemary Clooney
"STARS ARE SINGING"
Plus "DESPERATE SEARCH"
— FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
THE "QUIET MAN S" BEST

around the clock!

WALDO theatreF

THE CORONATION.
, OF QUEEN ‘
\ ELIZABETH II I , ,

WRKD

JUNE 28-29
Jean Simmon, Deborah Kerr,
Charles Laughton and

For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City.
tt

Camden Theatre
Weekdays at 2.00-7.00-9.00 P. M.

LAST TIMES TODAY
A Technicolor Musical Comedv

DONALD O’CONNOR
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
"I LOVE MELVIN"
10 Spectacular Dances — 7 New
Song Hits! Plus News,
Popeye’s Pappy and Comedy
—FRIDAY AND~SATURDAY
"BUD ABBOTT AND LOU

ILDREN UNDER 12 FREE
:ARTOONS EVERY NIGHT

BIG MIDNIGHT SHOW

FRIDAY, JULY 3
76-lt

Boston. They wore ballerina length
gowns of pastel shades, aqua pink,
yellow, green and orchid. They
were the same style as the matron
of honor. They wore matching
picture hats, and carried bouquets
of sweet peas in pastel shades.
David Winter of Kingfleld, brother
of the groom, served as best man.
The ushers were Gerald P Marge
son, R .ckland. Harold S. Winter Jr.,
cousin ol the groom: William H.
Cummings, Jr., of Auburn; William
T. Bird of Winchester, Mass.,
Thomas M Thomas of Westport,
Conn., and Elbert J. Mundy Jr., of
Jacksonville, Fla., cousin of the
bride.
The bride’s mother wore a dress
of light blue shantung, with pink
access* nes and a corsage of pink
roses. The bridegroom's mother
wore a pearl gray silk shantung
dress with navy blue accessories,
and a corsage of red roses. Follow
ing the ceremony a reception was
held at Whitehall Inn. Miss Claire
Crabtree was in charge of the guest
book, and Miss Winifred Burkett
in charge of the gift table. After a
wedding trip to New York and Ber
muda, the couple will be at home
at K.ngfield after July 5. The
bride chose for traveling a yellow
linen dress, cocoa linen coat, with
black trim, princess style, with
yellow and black accessories and
wore a corsage of Cymbidium or
chids.
The bride is a graduate of Cam
den Hivh School, attended the U. of
M. and is a graduate of Becker
Junior College. Worcester, Mass.
The gioom is a graduate of Gould
Academy and of the U. of M. He
is a member of St. Abram Lodge,
AF. and AM.; Norton-Wuori Post
No., 61. American Legion; Kora
Temple Shrines; and Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity. He is employed
as assistant manager of H. G Win
ter and Sons, Inc., Kingfield.

brought to you by your

Chevrolet Dealer

Stewart Granger
“YOUNG BESS”

the J Ar*>wr Ro«* Oe^on.io' oo P'tteen

"A QUEEN
is crowned;

— In Technicolor —

76-11

A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

THOMASTON GRANGE HALL

DANCING SCHOOL

Shown at 1.45—€.30—9.10

PLUS—LES BARKER in

First Lesson, Wednesday, June 31

"BATTLES CHIEF PONTIAC"-at 3.10-8.10
76-lt

Tap, Ballet, Acrobatic

COSTELLO GO TO MARS"
Pins—Johnnv Sheffield in

Josephine Shanley School of the Dance, of Bangor

"BOMBA AND THE
JUNGLE GIRL"

Children 4, S. S, 7 Years Old—5 P. M.
Children 8 Years and Over—6 P. M.

Also Ch. 6, “Son of Geronimo”
76-lt

LESSONS SLOT EACH
76-lt
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Mrs. Marion Lindsey has gone to
Some Doubtful Self
her cottage at South Thomaston
for tn? summer. Miss Bernice Congratulation
New borg and Miss Evelyn Newberg
of Arlington. Mass., sisters of Mrs. On Traffic Deaths
Lindsey, are at their cottage in
If the traffic accident fatality rate
South Thomaston for the summer
had not been greatly reduced since
months
1925. some 617 Maine citizens would
Mrs Donald Perry was hostess
Mr a.kJ Mrs. Richard Spring were
Mr ar.d Mrs R bert Nivison, son be losing their lives each year in
called tc Nashua N. H. Tuesday to the Wednesday Night Club for
Robert 3rd and daughters Susan and
by the death of his father, Judge dessert bridge at her home on
highway accidents, according to R.
Nancy rf Nashua, N. H. are guest
John R. Spring. Funeral services Grove street. Prizes at auction
H. DeHart, chairman of the Maine
of
Mrs
Nivisons
parents.
Mr
and
will be held today at 3 o'clock in were won by Mrs Raymond MouPetroleum Industries Committee.
Mrs.
L
E.
Blackington,
Masonic
tha Espiscopal Church of Oood taison. Mrs, James F. Burgess and
His statement was made as part
Mrs John Richardson. Mrs Rich street.
SheperJ, Nashua.
of a plea for co-operation in the
ardson also won the special prize.
Ins'al'ation of officers of the conference on Highway safety which
Mrs. Herman Stan'ey and Mrs.
Womens Society of Christian Ser has been called by Governor Cross
Mrs. William Richan has arrived
Clarence Dorman will go to Wash
vice, Pratt Memorial Methodist for June 24 at the state House.
DeHart said that in 1925 there
ington Maine, on Sunday where from Mr Idea, Mass., to be With Church, will be held Sunday, im
they will be employed for the sum her sister. Mrs. J. A. Richan Elm mediately following the morning were about 18 traffic deaths per
Street, for the summer.
100,000,000, motor vehicle miles
mer at the Medomak Cub camp.
service.
traveled in the nation, according to
Mr and Mrs Archie Clement of
Mrs. Frederick Thompson was data compiled by the National Safe
Mr and Mrs. Robert C. Gregory ; West Medford, Mass., and Mr. and
and sons David and Donald are , Mrs. William Redpath of Medford, honored at a birthday party Mon ty Council. By comparison the 1952
guests for the week of Mr. and Mass., were dinner guests Monday day night given by her children at rate in Maine was about 4 deaths
her home on Hill Street. She re per 100.000.000 motor vehicle miles.
Mrs. John Hall in Akron. Ohio.
' of Mr. and Mrs. William Clement,
"Last year there were 137 traffic
ceived many nice gifts. Refresh
' South Thomaston.
ments of birthday cakes and ice deaths in our state," he said. 'That
The meeting of The Albert H.
Mrs. Pliilip Douglas and children cream were served. The cakes were is a shocking figure. However, it
Newftx rt Association, which had
is encouraging to note that there
been scheduled for July 10 at the ! Judy, Danny and Christine of ! the handiwork of Mrs. Russell Sevon
has been substantial progress in
Lake Megunticook cottage of Mr. gedgrwick are visiting her parents, and Mrs. Daniel Douglas. The group
I included her husband, Frederick reducing the traffic accident toll
and Mis. H. P. Blodgett has been Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Thompson,
Thompson, Harold Thompson, Mr. during the past 25 years or so.
advanced to July 8
25 Hill Street.
and M's. Daniel Douglas and child If this progress had not been made,
ren Judy, Denny and Christine of we would now be kiling about 617
Sedgewick. Mr. and Mrs. Russell people on our highways each year.”
He attributed the improved high
Sevon and daughters Sheila and
EDDIE MAYO'S
Linda and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick way fatality record over the years
to a “continuing effort for safety
Thompson Jr., of Thomaston.
education. Even though there has
Mrs. Mabel Poland of Round been an enormous increase ln motor
Pond is a patient at Camden Com vehicle registrations, use and speed,
munity Hospital. Mrs. Poland is the accident toll has been reduced
a member of the Knox-Lincoln Past on the basis of vehicle miles trav
At Mayo's Lobster Wharf
Noble Grand Association, and of eled.
Lafayette
Auxiliary,
Patriarchs
“Of course,” he added, “we can
Militant.
PUBLIC LANDING
not afford complacency. The high
way accident toll remains a nation
Employers of the Personal Fi al disgrace and one of our major
nance Company with husbands and problems today. Still, I think it is
OPENING THURSDAY
wives motored to Beach Inn, Lin heartening to see convincing evi
colnville for dinner Thursday even dence that safety education and
ing, adjourning to the home of Mr. safety efforts have brought results."
JUNE 25, 9 A. M.
and Mrs. Miles Sawyer for the even
DeHart urged that safety educa
ing. A gift was presented to Mrs. tion be continued and intensified
n
Andrew Coffey. Present were Mr. by all interested groups and in
CLIP THIS COUPON
and Mrs. Miles Sawyer. Mr. and dividuals. He said it offers the
Mrs. Gcrdon Burgess, Mr. and Mrs. single best hope of "really slashing
I
ONE
Richard Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Al the accident toll because it is the
fred Storer, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew only way to get at the primar cause
I DAIRY CONE
Coffey and Miss Averie Eaton.
of accidents—driver and pedestrian
|
Given Away
Guests at the home of Mr. and carelessness."
He added that this safety educa
Mrs. F O. Cormier, Crescent Street,
tion should be supplemented with
|
FREE
over the weekend were Mr. and
"good traffic laws, firmly enforced,
Mrs. Arnedie Cormier and daughter
with this coupon
and the use of engineering and
[ Evon, and Patrick Maieet of New
j
TO THE FIRST 100
traffic oontrol developments that
Bedford, Mass.
bolster safe driving practices.”
; ,
CHILDREN
F. O. Cormier is on a trip to Ca„
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
to visit a sister he has not seen
for 39 years.
He is motoring
PLENTY OF
through with relatives from New
OPENING
Bedford, Mass., who will return to
SATURDAY, JUNE 27
Rocklar.d after a week’s visit with
FREE PARKING
Mr. Ccimier, on their way home to
76-lt
Seven Tree Pond
New Bedford.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday *

Marilyn Made

IN LOVELY CHURCH WEDDING

Charming Hostess

Social Matters

DAIRY BAR

Antiques
In the Wing of the Old
Robbins’ House

JANTZEN

$

JUST OFF ROUTE 17

UNION, MAINE

76‘lt

Z
z'i

PLA YWEAR

RUMMAGE
SALE

&

Saturday, June 27
AT 9 A. M.
G. A. R. HALL

,Z-

ROCKLAND

Vr-

(Auspices South Thomaston
Star Masonic Club

76-lt

On 10th Birthday
Marilyn Wilbur, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry E. Wilbur, ob
served her tenth birthday Mon
day afternoon by entertaining a
group of little friends with a lawn
party at her home. Games were
played and refreshments served.
Prizes were won by Pamela Gay
and Harriet Richardson.
Present were: Harriet Epstein,
Ann Fowler, Nancy Young, Brenda
Lewis, Martha Grossman, Patty
Stevens, Sandy Tripp, Janie Segal,
Julia Payson, Sharon Wright,
Lenda-<Mae Jackson , Patty Ma
honey, Janice McIntosh, Gloria
Esancy. Elizabeth Munsey, Harriet
Richardson, Nancy O'Brien, Debo
rah Hary and Pamela Gay.
Others present were Mrs. Roy
Cook of Stonington and Mrs. Le
roy Peaslee of Orono. Unable to
attend were Judy Segal, Jeanne
Witham, Sheila Vinal and Mary
Bird.

ROCKPORT
r tiuvC .

St. Peter's Episcopal Church was
the scene of a lovely wedding Sun
day afternoon at 4 o'clock when
Miss Pauline Stevens and Lt.
(j.g.) Douglas William Curtis,
US.NJt., were united in marriage
at a candlelight double ring cere
mony performed by Rev. Ernest O.
Kenyon.
Southern sntilax, pink and white
snapdragons, woodwardia ferns and
pedestal vases of white gladioli,
peonies and snapdragons decorated
the altar. Mrs. Richard Spring
was organist.
The bride, given in marriage by
her uncle. Naum Dishnitz of Buf
falo, N. Y„ wore a gown of bridal
rose pattern with Chantilly lace
bodice and sleeves with Victorian
yoke of shirred tulle encircled with
pearls. Her skirt of tulle over satin
with cathedral train was appliqued
with bow knots of lace. Her finger
tip veil of white tulle fell from a
Juliette cap trimmed with seed
pearls. She carried a white prayer
book with an arrangement of white
lilies of the valley and a white or
chid.
Miss Georgia Stevens, sister ol
the bride, was maid of honor. Her
waltz length gown was aqua blue
silk organza. She wore matching
mitts and shoes and carried a cas
cade bouquet of cavalier roses anti
wore a headband of matching
roses.
The bridesmaids were Miss Sylvia
Adams and Miss Eleanor Weed of
Rockland, Miss Virginia Polena of
Fairfield, Conn., and Miss Dorothy
Curtis of Bangor.
They wor<
shrimp rose waltz length gowns of
silk organza with matching mitts
and shoes and carried cascade bou
quets of rapture roses and wore
white floral headbands. The flower
girls, Misses Linda Demetri and
Jeanne Estes, wore white tulle over
taffeta floor length gowns with
hoop skirts, and halo hats of nylon
net and matching mitts. They car
ried baskets of rose petals which
they dropped going down the aisle
Arnold Hocking, Kt. George, a
classmate of the bridegroom at the
Maine Maritime Academy, served as
best man. The ushers were Dr
Gilmore Soule, John Sulides. James
Dowling, Karl Hurd and Albert
Havener.
A reception and dinner followed

j

LA?
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RAVE NOTICE—The play's the thing, and this production
by Jantzen will get you nothing but rave notices. Now a
classic suit, the fabric is Sun Taffeta—snug-molding Laton
and smooth Acetate. The foundation-type bra is jersaneselined . . . and smartly cuffed . . . and the elaaticized halter
strap is removable for sunning. Slenderizing side shirring
. . . free-action inner panty . . . zipper closure in back for
perfect fit . . . nine shimmering new colors and black.
32-46. 12.95.
ZIFAROUNDS—Jantzen classics—for a clastic summer . . .
flne Cotton Gabardine, tailored into crisp cool shorts . . .
adroitly placed darts for flattering fit . . . snug back zip
closure . . . smartly cuffed . . . and with handy flap pocket
, . . and now available In aU sizes from 9 to It. plus 18 snd
26. Ten beautiful colors that coordinate with all Jantzen
sunclethes. 3.95.
“OUTRIGGER" TEE SHIRT—A tee shirt that has been so
popular that Jantzen waa asked to carry it again . . . tbr
long-looped Terry Cloth “Outrigger" . . . made of fine
combed Cotton . . . sun-and-water-tested . . r snug-ribbed
waist . . . widespread collar with an Inset reminiscent of the
French navy. White with Navy, Yellow with Navy, or Navy
with White. S-M-L 3.95.

Take sn all-around look—at an

all-around colorful, practical KAYNEE knit shirt.
They don't need ironing. Perfect for play—for sportti

e JAM* ON

$1.50 ■ $2.95

"•>' ii

Senter-Crane’s

u/

Mrs. Douglas William Curtis (Miss Pauline Stevens)

/

S

the ceremony at Roxmont, Rock
port. Decorations were Southern
smilax, pink and white snapdragons
pedestal vases of gladioli, peonies
and blue delphiniums.
The bridal party was assisted in
receiving by Mr. and Mrs. Naum
Deshnitz, aunt and uncle of the
bride, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Curtis,
parents of the bridegroom and Mrs.
George Wellman, grandmother of
the bridegroom. Mrs. Deshnitz
wore a powder blue dress of crepe
and lace and white accessories, and
a corsage of sweetheart roses. Mrs.
Curtis wore an ash rose dress of
crepe and lace with black and rose
accessories and corsage of stephanotls.
Miss Effie Naum of Manchester,
N. H., was in charge of the guest
Book and Miss Leola Wellman of
Portland, the gift table.
Assisting in serving were Miss
Jeannette Sulides, Miss Louise Vea
zie, Mrs. Thomas Watkinson. Miss
Christine Hurd, Mrs. James Eco
nomy of Rockland and Mrs. Arthur
Tarling of Portland. Mrs. Edward
Macon of Waltham, Mass., poured.
The bride’s cake was cut by Miss
Ruth McBride, assisted by Mrs
John Kinney.
The couple left by automobile for
in extended tour ending in Nor
folk, Va., where they will reside
after July. The car, a new Belaire
Chevrolet, was a gift from the
bridegroom's father. The bride
traveled tn a spring tweed suit with
matching stole and accessories and
*orc a white orchid corsage.
The bride is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens
of Rockland. She is a graduate of
'.lockland High School, a member
of the BPW Club, League of Wom
en Voters and Rockland Junior
Women's Club. She has been asso
ciated in business with her sister.
Miss Georgia Stevens.
Lt. Curtis is the son of Mr and
Mrs. Ervin Curtis, 91 New County
Road, Rockland. He is a graduate
of Rockland High School, Maine
Maritime Academy, Husson College,
Bangor and University of Maine.
He is a member of the Rockland
Junior Chamber ol Commerce. He
is in the U. S. Navy, stationed at
Norfolk, Va. They are both mem
bers of St. Peter's Episcopal Church.
Out-of-town guests were: Mrs.
H. P. Naum, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Ztssie, Misses Cynthia and Kathy
Ziasle, Manchester, N H., Ethimo
Ecouomer, Quebec; Miss Minnie
Leighton. George Asker, Portland;
Mr and Mrs. Mitchell Polena, Fairfield, Conn.; Mrs. Everett Pitts,
Rockport; Mr. and Mrs. John Kin
ney, St. George; Mr. and Mrs
Thcma Ziasle, George Zissie and
George Naum. Manchester. N. H.;
Mrs Alfred G. Hempstead and Miss
Betty Hempstead, Orono; Mrs. Al
fred Hocking, St. George; Mr. and
Mrs. Naum Dishnitz, Buffalo. N. Y ;
Christy Phillips, Misses Mary and
Priscilla Phillips, Mrs.
Arthur
Tarling and Nickolas Stevens,
Portland; Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Bookas, Westbrook; Philip John,
Cambridge, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs
Edward Macon, Jeffery Macon and
Miss Leslie Macon, Waltham, Mass ,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory, Glen
Cove; Mr. and Mrs Harold Mars
ton, South Portland; Mr. and Mrs
Bertram Gardner, Augusta and
Mr. and Mrs. Kyndel Hews, Gor
ham.

The fellow who got caught on a
burglary charge is very much
easier to convince that honesty is
the best policy.
Advertise in The Coiner-Oazetle

GIGANTIC

Rummage Sale
At the
Universalist Vestry, Rockland

(bl
76-lt

Engaged

SAT., JUNE 27-9 A. M.
ROC KI QNI)
MHinf

Auspices Riverside Club, Warren
75-76

MRS. KENNT7TH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

Mrs. Ernest Wentworth is in
Brunswick this week caring for her
sister, Mrs. Lewis Simmons. Sr.,
who is ill.
Pfc. Richard Bowden has re
turned to Miller Field, Staten
Island, N. Y„ after a few days visit
with his mother, Mrs. Vernice
Bowden. While he was home, he
and his mother, his sisters Marie
and Anne, and brother Louis were
weekend guests of relatives in Orono
where they attended the wedding
of Mrs. Bowden's niece, Miss Bette
Baker to Bernard Parady, which
took place at St. Mary’s Catholic
Church Monday morning at a nup
tial mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Bradford
and children Frances and Richard
and Miss Florence Wentworth mo
tored to Brunswick Monday to visit

Photo by Uzzell
Miss Janice Marie Fickett

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fickett of
Rockland announce th? engage
ment of their daughter, Janice
Marie, to Robert Connell, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Connell,
Sr., of South Thomaston
Miss Fickett is a member of the
Senior class at Rockland High
School.
Mr. Connell attended Rookland
schools, and is now serving in the
Navy aboard the USS. John W ,
Weeks.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

THOMASTON
The Josephine Shanley School
of the Dance of Bangor, wdll con
duct a ten-week course of tap,
ballet and acrobatic dancing at
the Weymouth Grange Hall in
Thomaston, June 31 at 5 p. m. •

with their mother, Mrs. Ernest
Wentworth and their aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Sim
mons, Sr.
The Jolly Five Club meeting war
postponed Wednesday, but thef"
will hold the meeting next Wed
nesday, July 1, at the home of Mrs.
Vernon Kenney, with Mrs. Kenneth
Wentworth as hostess.
For social items In The CourierGazette. Phone 1044, City.
tf

BURDELL'S DRESS SHOP

Cotton Dresses
WOMEN'S - MISSES' - HALFS AND JUNIOR SIZES

SPECIALLY

PRICED

$8.95 and $10.75

$dl£lvo|
400 MAIN ST.
OPEN SATURDAY 'TIL 9 P. M.

y

its

Strapless

and
Slip-Proof

l.i

V.'rM'

MW

style 425 by
Clever Arch-Sfoyi . . . which never tlip er bind . . .
help flatter your figure and leave you always
fancy-free,
*

Acetate Satin in white . , .
A cup 32 to 36, B cup 32 to 38,
C cup 32 to 38

50

Style 422 in white broadcloth
B cup 32 to 36
76-11
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SOCIALISM AND THE FEDERAL

ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES
By Robert R. Dresser
FOREWORD
One hundred years ago Karl Marx published his Communist Mani
festo attacking the capitalistic or private enterprise system with its
right of private ownership. His plan of attack was outlined in a plat
form of ten planks, two of which related to taxation. They are as
follows:

9

1. "A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.”
2. "Abolition of all right of inheritance."
By this means Marx knew he could dry up the sources of capital
and ultimately destroy the capitalistic system and establish Com
munism in its stead.
In our present system of taxation the three taxes which serve this
purpose best are:
1. The income tax,
2. The estate or death tax. and
3. The capital gains tax.
The first of these, the income tax, if levied at sufficiently high
and heavily progressive or graduated rates, will reduce one of the prin
cipal sources of capital on which industrial and economic progress
depends.
The death tax and the capital gains tax are levies on capital, and
likewise reduce the supply.
(Second Installment)
ful effect, why are they imposed?
Reason For Imposing Such Taxes
An examination of the speeches,
If these taxes have such a harm- articles and books on the subject
during the past 35 or 40 years fur
nishes the answer.
The manifest purpose was to re
distribute wealth. An approach
to an equality of wealth for all was
ffPKG.MAKESA
to be effected by means of taxa
tion. And some even went so far
&/, PITCHER FULL
as to advocate not taxing estates
on death, but an outright abolition
of the right of inheritance
Even the President of one of our

great universities, in a magazine
article
published
nine
years
ago. expressed sympathy with the
suggestion that the government
“confiscate
(by
constitutional
methods) all property once in a
generation.”
The ultimate result of this, of
course, would be the ownership of
all property by the government,
the objective of the Communists as
expressly stated in the Communist
Manifesto of Karl Marx.
In some of the literature during
this period the view was expressed
that large wealth cannot be fairly
and honestly acquired, and that
as a matter of simple justice it
should be taken by the govern
ment at death. This, it was said,
would do away, among other
things, with the revolting spec
tacle of an offspring of a rich
parent enjoying the benefits of
wealth which he did nothing to
accumulate.
One book, written a dozen years
ago, discusses this whole subject
at great length, and gives the
history of the movement to im, pose these taxes. Never have I
, read a more bitter, scathing attack
: on those who have acquired for| tunes. It is a veritable hymn of
. hate.
At the bottom of the attack on
the right of inheritance is undoubt-

tee Cream t/a/uet
*

BROOKSIDE
ICE CREAM
Richer, Smoother - All Popular Flavors
PINT
PKGS

49c
Serve with . ..

Educator Butter
Cookies
29c
Choice

C|tl Fiom Heavy Steei Phi

Bone!oa»

Lb. 53c

CHUCK ROAST.... .-39c
Freshly C round Lean Beef - Down 26c a Pound bom a Year Ago

39c

HAMBURG

lb. 49c

SHOULDERS

lb. 49c

BEEF LIVER
3^2 lb. Ave.

Beltsville

TURKEYSo-.. -”'
Young Milk

&S,

VEAL LEGS
MACKEREL

69c

Watermelon

11 6c
CELLO
CKG

29c

Quick Tasty Salads
CElLO

Cole Slaw

PKG

15c

California Bulk - Long, White

Fed - Down 22c a lb. From a Year Ago

• 59c

m*. su-

FRESH HALIBUT

ooz 33c

Sweet Tasting - Any Siae Piece

£-55c Tomatoes

Oven Ready Down 6c a lb. Irom a Year Ago

6-9 lb. Ave.

Good Size

California Valencia

Firm, Luscious, Ripe

CHICKENS ::.
*

2 DOZ 65c

Oranges

Fresh—Down 36c lb. from year ago

2*/2

Babijuice - Tree Ripened - Natural Color

Oranges

Smoked, lean, meaty, econ.

Fryers or Broileis

Carden Fresh
Fruits and Vegetables

lb

Freak Regular LB ^5^ * Drassad

LB

49c
2^^

10 LBS 49c

Potatoes

Special Coffee Sale!
SAVE UP TO 16c LB.

—Ut.ee&’i J3e.it Itahiei—
Cloverdale - White, Colored, Pimento, Swiss

PkLG 27c

8 Slices Cheese

Pay More ? What For? Suy First
National Stores Famous Coffees
and You'll Enjoy Cup After Cup of
Real Coffee Satisfaction.
Mild, Mollow

Evaporated - For Infant Feeding
TALL

Evangeline Milk 4
Finest

CANS

51c

edly the human vice of envy,—
envy that someone else is rich
while I am not.
If there is a single economic
justification for a heavy death
tax, I have not been able to dis
cover it. On the contrary, it has.
as I have pointed out, very harm
ful economic effects, and in the
case of the present federal estate
tax. it produces with the gift tax
only enough revenue to run the
government for about three days

(Answer in Next Issue)
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NORTH SEARSMONT
Mrs. Agnes Fuller was a recent
guest for the day at the home of
Mrs Esther Moody, Appleton.
Mr. and Mrs. X. X. Mallett of
Warren were callers at The Maddocks home one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs, Carl Cole of Cam
den were callers at the Merrian
home Monlay.
Mrs. Susie Maddocks and son
Dudley were callers Sunday at the
Maddocks home.
T. B. Bagley and Elden Mad
docks were on business at Liver
more Falls, Monday and Tuesday
transom ting cattle from there to
the faim of William Hawes in
Waldo County.
Too many people who are
struggling for luxuries imagine
they are struggling for an exist
ence.

i

4

12

i lb

n

19
W 2i

23

8

I LB 12 oi
CANS

Kybo

39c

BAG

Scans'

Facial Tissues

52

31

23c

Native Apples

85c

35

Kraft Cheez-Whiz
A New Cheese Spread for
Fast Cheese T teats

41

issw
^55? 44

45

A scene from

I 43

41

4b

16 oz
JAR

48
51

52

HORIZONTAL
1-Pleasure boat
6-Hollow horned
animal (pi.)
11-M istakes
13- Tropical bird
14- Deposit
15- lnsignificant
amounts
16- ln a greater degree
17- A weight measure
(abbr.)
18- ln respect to
19- Comparative suffix
21- T oward
22- Bulky package
24-A defensive ditch
26-Anticipation
28- Looks after
29- Proohets
31-To!d a falsehood
34- Fall in drops
35- Half ems
36- Cut
38-Greek letter

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.)
20-Spoke with violence
39- Near by
i 22-Wearies
40- ltalian river
23- And (Latin)
41- Ahead
24- Period of time(abbr.)
43- lnterjection
25- ln that place
44- Segment
'26-Exhausted
46-Small particle
,27-Commonplace
45- Producing electricity
28-Clarifled
51- Scars
30-Algerian cavalrymen
52- Halts
in French service
VERTICAL
32- Exist
33- Pronoun
1- Howls
2- Homeless wanderer 36- C lassifies
37- Revolving part of a
3- Weep
4- lnterjection
machine
5- Things of little value 40-An agreement
6- Aeriform
42-Brief letter
44- Writ:ng implement
7- Conjunction
45Treasurer (abbr.)
8- Studied behavior
46- Part of verb “To be**
9- Short note or blast
47- Prefix. Wrong
10-To bend forward
49- The (Fr.)
12- ln like manner
50- State of United
13- Father
States (abbr.)
18-Propelled

Answer to Previous Puzzle

At Lakewood

New Automatic

Transmission

Pat Northrop

Rodgers and Hammerstein.
who have written such successful
musical plays as ‘ Oklahoma."
"South Pacific." "The King and I"
and "Me and Juliet" are credited
with their most engaging tunes
and' best lyrics in “Carousel,”
which will be presented all next
week at the Lakewood Theatre,
witti a New York cast of princi
pals, singers and dancers. The
most ambitious offering to be given
at Lakewood in years. "Carousel"
will be presented every night at 8.
starting Monday and there will be
Wednesday and Saturday matinees
at 2.30.
Based on Pemec Molnar's play
“Liliom" the musical version has
transferred the locale from Buda
pest to the seacoast of Maine. It
is the story of Billy Bigelow, the
amusement barker, who weds the
gentle Julie Jordan, commits a
crime, goes to Pergatory and then
is allowed to return for a day. pro
viding he will do one good deed.
The musical ran in New York for
two years, in London for two years
and is now being presented in Los
Angeles.
Among the principals to be seen
at Lakewood will be Patricia

Northrop, who sang the feminine
lead in “Oklahoma" for two sea
sons and who will be Julie; Tom
Rieder, alternate for Robert Alda
in “Guys and Dolls” as Billy; Bar
bara Cook, Scott Merrill, Paul
Brown and Lois Van Pelt, Ken
neth LeRoy and Alice Barry will
be the principal dancers and the
music will be furnished by the not
ed duo-pianists. Victoria Crandall
and Moreland Kortkamp. Among
the dozen or more Rodgers and
Hammerstein tunes are: "June Is
Bustin’ Out All Over," "This Was
a Real Nice Clambake,” "If I
Loved,’’ "You’re a Queer One.
Julie Jordan," "The Carousel
Waltz.” "When the Children Are
Asleep” and "What’s the Use of
Wonderin’.”
"Carousel” will be followed the
week of July 6 by the noted stage
and screen stars. Alexis Smith and
Victor Jory, in John Van Druten’s
comedy “Bell, Book and Candle.”
"Tons Of Money" will continue
through the week with Skedge
Miller and Jan Sherwood in the
featured roles.
Read The Courier-Oazette

BOB'S TAXI
Robert St. Clair, formerly In
business with Bob's Taxi, is now
operating his taxi stand from
Bob's Restaurant—

STREET

TEL. 840
DAY AMD MIGHT SERVICE
55-Th-tf

SIMMER SCHEDI'LE

YES!

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

.. . IT’S

of flavor bonus

Blenderizing gives...

1. SUMMER PLAYTHINGS

Swim Fins, Bolls, Goggles
2. CAMPING ACCESSORIES

Grills, Jugs, Lights
3. FISHING

pie's

35c

Mixed Vegetables

*

'AcS 25c

tyoNMISl

Prices Elective at First Notional Sopor Moriotv ia This Vicinity

NATIONAL

STORES

EQUIPMENT

4. GARDEN ACCESSORIES

5 Vegetables Combination

**H'$ amazing — Ihe first real mayonnaise
advance in years. And what a bonut in
extra flavor Slenderizing gives NEW
CAW S. Try it todayT

Ruth Mugglebee
Woman's Page Editor ond Director "Yankee
Home Town Food Show"

•.fits ‘jja-*"'
V

i

Tools, Seeds, Fertilizers
5. SCREENING

THE "FRIENDLIEST STORE"

IN TOWN
441 MAIM ST.

Starting June 1, 1953

Daily Except Sunday D. S. T.
Lv. North Haven ........ 7.09 A.M.
Ar. Rockland ................ 8.10 A.M.

MAIN ST.

59c

Just Heat in Oven

2

With the introduction of a new
fully-automatic transmission on
Chrysler Crown and Custom Im
perial models, Chrysler now offers
three outstanding automatic trans
missions, reports E. O Quinn, presi
dent of Chrysler Division, Chrysler
Corporation.
“Our new transmission is out
standing because it combines high
performance with simplicity of de
sign aid in addiiten is the 1 ghtestweight automatic transmission now
available,” Quinn said.
In addition to the new transmis
sion, ‘.op acceleration and driving
performance are provided by two
Fluid-Torque Drive torque conver
ters of different types, one for eightcylinder models and the other for
the fixes.
These transmissions,
which have proven their rugged
dependability over millions of miles
of cwntr driving, are used in con
junction with the M-6 controlledtype automatic transmission and
the V-i and six-cylinder engines
and ar» available on Mew Yorker,
New Yorker DeLuxe, Windsor and
Windsor DeLuxe models, respec
tively.
The new fully-automatic transmssion for Crown and Cufom Im
perial models, is being built m a
lew piant in Ind.anapolis. Indiana.
It is an automatically-shifted
planetary geai transmission teamed
with a hydraulic torque comerter.
It does p.way with the clutch pedal
and the driver does not have to
lift his foot from the accelerator
to shift gears.
It has only 185 major parts, campared with 218 to 295 major parts
in competing automatic transmiss
ion. It Las far fewer moving parts
than j her automatic transmission,
one cf which has 33 sliding valves
in its mechanism. The Chrysler
transmission is of so advanced a de
sign 'hat completely automatic
clutch-free shifting is done with
only nine slicing valves.
This transmission weighs orly 214

pounds while other competing
transmissions weigh up to a full
100 pounds more. The difference
in
weight
was
accomplished
in more than a dozen major parts.
The shifting arrangement is ex
tremely simple and does not re
quire '.he driver to look at the gear
position indicator at any time. This
is due to the "blind-man’s shift re
signed by Chrysler. In the normal
posit.on theie are only two points
into which the gears can be shifted
by the driver—a push upward puta
the transmission in neutral and a
push downward puts it in drive.
Wh»n the shifting lever is lifted
and pushed upward, the transmiss
ion is in reverse and when pulled
downward the transmission is in
low. A luminous dial on the steer
ing column indicates which geaj
is in use.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Dont forget the supper at the
Lititie Red School house North
Waldoboro. Saturday night June 27.
Mr and Mrs, James Bornehim
and darghrters. Sharlene, Barbara,
and son Kenneth of Scarboro were
Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs.
Virgel Morse. Sr.
Miss Adtiaide Miller of Provi
dence. R I. his been spending a
few days with her mother, Mrs,
Ruby Miller
Mr. and Mrs. A. W Winchenbach
of Thomaston were callers Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Everett WTiite and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Mank Jr.,
daughter Rhouda are spending a
week in Belfast, guest of Mr. and
Mrs Eugene Jackson.
Sherwood and Philip Reynolds
of Th imaston spent a week with
their grandfather, Cleveland Walter.

CALSO
RANGE — FUEL

MARITIME OIL CO.
TEL. 1371

86-tf

SI MMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

2 ii 27c
french fried

Richard VV id mark and Jean Peters rock the screen with their hitand-kiss romance in “Pickup on South Street,” the 20th Century Fox
film also starring Thelma hitter opening today at the Strand Theatre.
The erstwhile demure Miss Peters plays a sexy but slow-witted siren
who falls for a small-time grifter in this unusual underworld spy drama.
The local engagement of ‘Pickup on South Street” will continue through
Saturday evening with complete shows beginning at 2.00, 6.40 and 8.45
daily.

Chrysler Has

O/MNGf JUKI

Potatoes

“A Queen Is Crowned”, now showing at the Knox Theatre

AT STRAND THEATRE, THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY

W

47

HEADQUARTERS FOR

'Ifa't" QghU* FROZEN

FIRST

38

w
50

FROZEN

(ORANCEl

NEW LOWER PRICE I

37

HARDWARE CO.

39c

Reas2»:;33c

3h

O ii

AMAZED/
>

SPECIAL!
Made With

&

w
3b

RUTH
MUGGLEBEE

£ame.thing, YLuuJ

Apple Pie
t

CAN

45c

Angel Soft - Colored

BOX
ol 400

79c

Drip or Regular - Vacuumed Pack

Copley
2

5o

Extra Rich, Full Bodied

39c

Finest Fancy Eastern

Tomato Juice

4s

24

Richmond BAG 77c

Standard Quality

Tomatoes

14

27

Women’s Editor
JAR

11

19 PARK

Ragu'ar Giind

Peanut Butter

1

10

2b

39

IO

9

13

W 15

14

8

7

b

5

II

Results of Redistribution of
Wraith

Moreover, the results of the re
distribution of existing wealth
would, I think, be most disappointng and disillusioning to those
who advocate it.
By way of illustration, let us
take the statement made by Sec
retary of the Treasury Snyder to
the House Ways and Means Com
mittee on Peb. 5, 1951. estimating
the distribution in the calendar
year 1951 of surtax net income,
which is the net income after de
ducting the personal exemptions
and credits for dependents. From
this it appears:
1. That out of an estimated total
of $90 billion of surtax net
income. $82 billion was in the
brackets of $10,000 and under
($62 billion being in the
bracket under $20001, and
only $8 billion was in the
brackets over $10,000;
2. That this $8 billion of income
was divided among 758.800
taxpayers, out of a total of
66.360.000 taxpayers filing re
turns; and
3. That the taxes on this $8 bil
lion of income under the law
then in effect amounted to
$4 5 billion. Incidentally, the
taxes are more than this un
der the present law which has
since been passed.
Suppose now that we divide
equally among the 155 million peo
ple in the country this $8 billion
j (the income before taxes) in the
, brackets over $10,000. received by
the 758.8C0 persons having taxable
' incomes over that amount, what
is the result? Each person would
receive the very handsome sum
of $51.
But perhaps it may be felt that
an income of $10,000, even before
taxes, is too large an income for
any person to have. Let us see
what the result would be of divid
ing among the 156 million people
in the country the $12.5 billion of
net income (before taxes) in the
brackets over $6000 received by the
1.598.000 persons having taxable
incomes in excess of that amount.
Each person would get $80.
Suppose, however, incomes as
large as $20,000 (before taxes) were
permitted. According to Secretary
Snyder's report there were 228.000
people having taxable incomes in
excess of $20,090. The excess to
taled $4 billion. Dividing this sum
equally among the people would
give each $25
(To Be Continued)

AT KNOX THEATRE THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle

ROCKLAND
76-lt

Lv. North Haven

12.15 P.M.

Ar. Rockland

1.25 P.M.

Lv. Kockland
9.15 A.M.
Ar. North Haven ........ 10.25 A. M.

Lv. Rockland

X30P7M*

Ar. North Haven

4.40 P.M.

STARTING SUNDAY JUNE 28
TO SEPT. 6 INCLUSIVE
Will
run
Sundavs
leaving
Rockland at 8.30 A. M. Arriv
ing North Haven 9.40 A. M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45 P.
M.
Arriving Rockland at 4.55
P. M.
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.
Arriving North Haven at 6.10
P M
June 28th ta Sept. 6th Inclu
sive extra trip
from North
Haven every Saturday P. M.
Leaving North HavRi at 5.30 P.
P. Arriving Rockland 6.40 P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)
65-tf

Starting June 1 to Oct. 1, 1953
Dally Except Sunday D. 8. T.
Lv. Vinalhaven .......... .. 7.04 A.M.
Ar. Rockland ............... 8.29 A. M.
Lv.
Ar.

Vinalhaven .......... 12.45 P.M.
Kockland ............... 2.95 P. M.

Lv.
■Ar.

Rockland ...... ........ 9.39 A.M.
Vinalhaven ....... 10.59 A.M.

Lv. Rockland .............
3.34 P.M.
Ar. Vinalhaven ........... i 4.54 P. M.
June 1 to September 12

BOAT MARY A
Leave Rockland 7.45 A. M.;
Arrive Vinalhaven 9.99 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 4.15 P. M.; Ar
rive Rockland 5.39 P. M.
Oa
Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip of Marv A leaving ^--Vaad
at 2.15 P. M. Starting Jane 27
will leave Vinalhaven Saturday
at 5.30 P. M. instead or 4.15 P. M.

STARTING SUNDAY JUNK 22
Will ran Sundays leaving Backland at 0.45 A. M.; nrrivtag
Vinalhaven 10.05 A. M. Leariag
Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M„ arrletag
Rockland al 4.54 P. M. Leaetw
Rockland 5.0« P. M., arrtviw
Vinalhaven 6.29 P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)

•>«
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ELECTRONIC DEVICE IS BEING

"Southern Courtesy" Burns" Old

First Pony League Home Game Won By Rockland

PERFECTED TO CONTROL THE

Does Not Apply

Homestead Has

SWIMMING HABITS OF FISH

To Traffic Police

Been Remodelled

A recent flagrant example of
discourtesy and abuse of northern
motorists by southern law enforce
ment officials, today prompted a
strong letter of protest from Philip
C. Thibodeau, General Manager of
the Automobile Legal Association to
Governor William B. Umstead, of
North Carolina.
Mrs. Allen H. Albee, Wolfeboro.
N. H„ reported to the A. L. A., that
a recent arrest in Rocky Mount,
N. C.. not only cost her a fine of
$25.85: personel indignities such as
having smoke blown into her face
by a police officer; a door slammed
in her face; not being allowed to ask
questions of the judge in court, but
also $85 for a new windshield. She
reported that the windshield was
broken on her car when the patrol
car. which had stopped in front of
her, started up with such speed that
the rear wheels threw up rocks on
to her windshield breaking the glass.
Mrs. Albee also told the A. L. A.,
that the police even tried to charge
her with not putting nickels in the
parking meter located in the court
parking lot while she was attending
the "trial” shortly after the arrest.
In his letter to Governor Umstead.
Thibodeau said that while the A. L.
A. does not condone traffic viola
tions of any kind and that motor
ists should be punished according to
the seriousness of the violation, it
strongly protests discourtesy on the
part of police officers and what
seems to be discriminatory action
against northern motorists.
In an interview today, the A. L.A .

Burns Old Homestead, Route 1,
Warren, goes into its second year,
under the ownership of Mr. and
Mrs. Arlington Bums of Union,
with numerous improvements made
early this spring.
The seating capacity of the din
ing room has been increased from
32 to 75, by the addition of knotty
pine booths, so the establishment
is capable of catering to big par
ties. The booths are very attrac
tive, finished natural. For those
who prefer tables, there still are
three, which will remain.
Adding to the new look of the
dining room is the brand new
fluorescent lighting. Incidentally,
the exterior has new lighting also.
The kitchen has been re-arranged
to speed the serving time.
Recently, the Baptist Choir from
Rockland, met for a banquet at the
Old Homestead. The informal at
mosphere. home cooking which
offers a wide variety of choice, and
hospitality, offered at Old Home
stead contribute to the appeal felt
by is patrons.
*

Fish minded Rockland will be
wtally interested in experiments
now being conducted ln Seattle on
a device of an electronic nature
to guide the direction taken by
huge schools of fish.
Two years ago, the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service,
acting from headquarters in
Washington, in conjunction with
its natural scientists in Seattle and
its district office in Portland,
Ore, approved the purchase of a
piece of equipment operating on
a new idea for the control of elec
trical energy.
This idea is called “magnaquanta” by its inventor, Alfred
Vang, because its basic principle
is identical with Max Planke's
quantum theory.
The magnaquanta control panel being used
ln the experiments was built in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Fish Act Like Magnet

It has been discovered that the
salmon fingerlings, like all fish,
act like little magnets. The head
of the fish is negative, the tail
positive. By setting up in water
unidirectional impulses of a fixed
magnitude and at fixed intervals
of time (the magnaquanta), it is
believed that the fingerlings can
be attracted away from danger
ous areas—such as spillways and
turbines—to fishways, elevators,
and fish ladders. Also under the
influence of these magnaquanta,
the big salmon on their way up
stream to spawning grounds can
be guided away from the insur
mountable precipice of the dam
to an easy ascent up the fish lad
ders.
The present experiments are
being carried on in shallow tanks.
By turning a knob on the magnaquanta control panel, the natural
scientists of the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service can run
the fingerlings from one end of
the tank to the other. Turn the
kndb the other way and they turn
around and go back They can be
made to swim in circles or to turn
to the left or the right as desired.
The next step is to discover the
reaction of the fish in swift run
ning water. Construction of a
pilot plant at Bonneville to study
the reaction of salmon to electronic
stimulus, under natural conditions,
has been proposed.
At Bonneville, where there al
ready is a successful fishway, large
large numbers of fish migrate over
the dam. United States Fish and
Wildlife Service says that such a
plant may provide many of the an
swers to the long, drawn-out con
troversy of fish versus power. An
appropriation of $260,000 has been
asked for this and other research
projects
If natural scientists can get
the baby salmon over the dam
safely, another step will have been
taken toward insuring the survival
of an important fishing industry,
while providing more power to
meet the expanding industrial
needs of the Northwest.
In the Columbia River Basin,
the salmon industry is worth
about $20,000,000 a year At the
same time, the Columbia River
has one of the greatest power po
tentials on the continent.
Canada has a comparable prob
lem. British Columbia could sell
all the power it produces, but, as
on the American side, the Fraser
and its tributaries and other rivers
with a power potential, are salmon
rivers.
The Pacific salmon are among
the most valuable species of com
mercial fish in the world. They
arc also delicately adjusted to their
environment. Not only do they
find their way from the ocean to
their parent stream, they go to
lay their eggs to the identical
tributary and approximately the
same gravel in which they were
hatched.
Fish oontrol research started in
1917. For many years the most
hopeful signs have appeared in the
field of electrical research. Ex
periments have been carried on
here and abroad with electric
screens, nets, electric poles, and
many other devices.
These experiments have been
only partially successful, for the
total amount of electrical energy
required to operate any one of

the devices over any distance was
prohibitively high. Then, too, due
to inability to control the elec
tricity, there was no way to pre
vent loss from fish destruction.
But although there have been
indications of progress in the con
trol of big fish, the tiny finger
lings have continued to swim and
swim right over the dam. Magna
quanta now seems likely to provide
an answer.
The application of magnaquanta
to fish control need not be con
fined to the problems of fish versus
power in the great salmon rivers.
World fishing is an important
part of world feeding. The enor
mous expansion of world fisheries
and the need for more efficient
food production have stimulated
interest in all ideas designed to
improve commercial fishing meth
ods.
According to the inventor of
magnaquanta. the time has come
when the fisherman no longer will
have to tie in fishing waters wait
ing for fish which, for a variety of
unforeseeable reasons, may fail to
appear when expected. The ocean
like the land, would be "farmed”
scientifically.
Two boats, one positive, one
negative, would go out together.
The fish woud go to the ship with
the positive poles and wait to be
pumped on board or taken up in
nets.
The control could be selective,
for there is a difference in the
density and other characteristics
of male and female fish. A given
amount of electrical energy which
can be used to influence fish with
out harming them will affect the
male fish without influencing the
female. So with the control of
the flow of energy pulses, the mag
naquanta. it will be possible to
select male or female.
The control can select species
also. One person, listening to
these forecasts, commented, “In
other words, when we go out fish
ing. we’ll be able to say to each
other, “What shall we tune in on
today? How about cod?”’

r o

The Rockland Recreation Department’s entry in the Pony League battled it out with Camden Tuesday evening
to wind up with a 6-2 tally over the visitors. It was the first home game for the lads who are coached by Mike DiRenzo
school coach and recreation director. In the front row, left to right, are. F. B. Baudanza. L. D. Dyer, T. T. Smith, O. S.
P. S. Coakley. D. T. Dean and R. E. Coakley. In the back row are: R. I. Keizer. J. I. Smith, R. L. Trask, C. E. Mahoney, V.
and G. W. Phillips.

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Mr. and Mrs Matt Anderson re
turned home Saturday after visit
ing relatives for a week in New
Hampshire.
Corp. John Matson. Jr., and
friend of Cushing Veterans' Hospi
tal, Framingham. Mass., has been
spending several days with John’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Matson.
Mrs. Stanley Stone and 9on of
Port Clyde spent last week with
Mrs. Grace Lunden at the Doral
Farm.
Dr. Perkins and patients have
arrived at Camp Ocean Ward.
Wardsworth Point, for the sum
mer.
Rev. and Mrs. Hildreth of
Brooklyn, Conn., is at their cottage
for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. John Matson, Sr.,
and the twins, Elmer and Edna,
wdth their guests. Corp. John MatMaine Canners
son and friend spent Sunday eve
Make Better
ning at the home of Eddie Reed
in North Waldoboro.
Eating Possible
Several from here attended the
Maine canners are making sub funeral serviece of Albert Morton
stantial contributions to providing at the village Sunday afternoon.
the nation's dinner tables with the
greatest variety of nutritious foods WASHINGTON
Mrs. Arabel Leonard of Cam
known in the historv of the world.
den was a guest at the home of
The state's canners annually pack
her sister, Mrs H B. Cunningham
about 50 different food items, many last week on Hilton Hill.
of them main line sources of supply
F. E. Poland, owner of Medomak
for the nation's dinner tables, points
Camp for Boys was in town over
out Harriet Jean Anderson, home
last weekend on business.
'economics director for American
50th Anniversary
Can Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pitman and
Blueberries, brown bread, sardines,
codfish balls, firman haddie, Indian Irwin Miller attended open house
pudding, lobster bisque, macaroni
with cheese, and squash were listed utes. 54 seconds.
The victory gave Thomas a strong
by Miss Anderson as typical ex
amples of the great variety of food grip on first place in Grand Na
products, ranging from apple juice tional Circuit point standings and
to Welsh rarebit, that are canned in a good chance to repeat his champ
ionship year of 1951. Rathman’s
Maine.
The representative for the can second position in the point stand
making firm aiso gave the follow ings.
Hudson Hornets dominated the
ing Maine-canned specialties as be
ing of interest to gourmets; apple race through most of the 200-lap
sauce. blueberry pie filling and juice, grind on the half-mile speedway.
oven-baked beans, fish chowder, At one time, Hudsons held the first
lobster Newburg, mussels, succotash, six positions, with Thomas setting
the pace.
and spaghetti with cheese.

Famous Hudson

On

at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H B
Cunningham last Sunday.
Mr.
and Mrs Cunningham celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary on
that day. Date of their marriage
was June 20. 1903.
Gushee-Nash

The Gushee-Nash wedding was
held at the Methodist Church, fol
lowed by reception at the home of
the bride and the happy oouple
left for a wedding trip, destina
tion unknown, amid a shower of
rice and confetti, followed by the
good wishes of their many friends.
They received many useful and
beautiful presents. Refreshments
were served during the reception.
The bride is the youngest daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Nash
and the groom Is Robert C.
Gushee of Appleton, son of Mr. 1
and Mrs. Robert Gushee, Sr. they
will reside in Thomaston, where
Mr. Gushee has employment.
Extension Association

Photo by Jura

In inflation the buying power of
Ralph
Robbins were
Robert
Thurston. Miss Kate Thurston, a dollar is never able to keep up
Mrs Susie Esancy and Mrs. Annie with its good-buying power.
Edgecomb of Burkettville.
It’s too bad government credit
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walton of
Dover N. J., called on Mr. and can't be arranged for those who
Mrs. Warren Reynolds, Wednesday need it, rather than those who
don't.
night.
Mrs Hazel Hart and Mr. and
Mrs. Halvar Hart, Jr., have re
turned from New York.
Miss Della Robbins of Washing
ton is boarding with Mrs. Frances
Martz.
Mrs. Laura Hastings visited
relatives in East Holden and Wor
cester, Mass., recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor
called on Mrs. Edith Dunbar at
Spruce Head Monday.
Mrs. Jennie Payson of East
Union was weekend guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Crabtree.
Mrs. Charlotte Frost and four
children of Lincolnville were sup
per guests of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs Ralph Robbins Sunday.

Children aren’t
always careful...

SOUTH HOPE
Miss Barbara Tounge of Oamden
spent a few days last week with
Miss Cheryl Reynolds.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Knight and
children Leslie and Tracey’ of Li
brary. Pa., were guests of his
brother-in-law and sister. Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Willis, several days
last week. Mrs Willis and her
guests went to Bar Harbor Satur
day.
Prof. Charles Mathews and Ro
land Jaggers of Athens, Ala , are
boarding with Miss
Lucretia
Pushaw.
Mrs. Mildred Thorndike visited
her mother. Mrs. Annie Webster,
at Cooper's Mills recently.
Recent callers of Mr. and Mrs.

Director said that its recent expose
of similar happenings ln southern
states has brought In a flood of
other such cases from irate motorists
and he hopes that his letter of pro
test will be the start of a movement
In all eastern states states for a
better understanding of the prob
lems confronting motorists travell
ing out of state because of varying
traffic laws.

but you can be!

The Extension Association met
Friday, evening June 19„ for the
Necessity knows no law and it's
regular June meeting; subject, the same with extravagance.
"Remodelling Lampshades," under
the instruction of Mrs. Phillips
and Madeline Turffs. The meet
ing was very interesting and in
structive. A good attendaance was
present and refreshments were
served by the hostess and Mrs
Turffs after the meeting.

ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY

A TEACUP OF GAS

proves this

compact new kind of car

has performance and economy that

SCATS THESOCKS OFF A,NYTH/NG
IN TH£ LOWEST PRICE FIELD/

wii!<• 1.^

Hornets Won

Grand Circuit Race
Herb Thomas, driving a 1953
Hudson Hornet, won the 100-mile
Grand Nation Circuit race for late
model stock cars at Columbus. Ohio,
on May 24, to chalk up Hudson's
twelfth victory of the season.
Starting in second position, the
Olivia, N. C. stock car ace took the
lead from an Oldsmobile driven by
Fonty Flock, of Decatur. Ga„ on the
20th lap and held it through the fin
ish. He took the checkered flag
with a half-lap lead over the second
place car, another Hudson Hornet
ploted by Dick Rathman, Daytona
Beach, Fla.
Thomas made no pit stops. His
winning time was one hour, 46 min-
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6k,. we’ll prove every word I
and you may win

FREE

THIS

A HUDSON JET
performance; we-u take

1
xXx'xx

Your watch represent* ’ an important In
vestment. Don't take chance* on repair
work. Bring your watch here where all
work i* scientifically checked on a . . .

Your watch "print*"
a record ol it* own
performance

SUMMER

at Community Park
who doubles as high
Duncan, C. II. Carr,
L. Carr, C. F. Merrill

DISCOUNT

PROVWO
the efficiency ef

Because it's wonderfully compact, it’s a delight to handle, drive
and park in today’s traffic . .. and there's ample room for six.

On any nearby road, hill or high
way you select, we’ll outperform
and outdemonstrate any other
make of car in the lowest price
field with the new Hudson Jet.
What’s more, we’ll prove by means
of scientific measuring equipment

that this magnificent performer
will do it with less gas than any of
them. Powerful statement? You
bet! But the Hudson Jet is a
powerful performer. We’ll prove
every word—with just a teacup
of gas! Come in and see.

2

you out and put a Jet through
ita paces. You’ll see why it's a
new kind of car before it ha*
lused a teacup of gas.

economy; it takes only

a teacup of gas to show you the

almost unbelievable gas mile
age the Hudson Jet delivers.

A SCIENTIFIC, DRAMATIC TEST!
Our "Teacup Test” uses
scientific gasoline mcasuring equipment. It show*
you exact, low fuel con
sumption while the Jet is
in action.

’I*

felg

our work

$2.00

UK US TO TEST TOOK WATCH, Fill
For .Limited Am Wi Offer ■
Summer Cash Discount ef Two Dollars a Ton

NEW WATCHES SIMILARLY TESTED
BEFORE YOU BUY THEM TO ASSURB
AGAINST MECHANICAL IMPERFECTIONS

en

Hudson JEr
A COMPACT, NEW KIND OF CAR

STOVE - NUT • KA - BUCK

Standard trim and other npecifications and i

i subject to change without notice.

HOW YOU WAY WIN A FREE JET I
After "Teacup Test,” on official
entry blank, complete in 25 words
or less: "The advantages of this new
kind ot car, the compact
Hudson Jet, are . ..” Get de
tails at Hudson Dealers. Con-^^_
test ends Aug. 1, ’53.

— COAL —

SIMMONS GARAGE

YOUR COAL PURCHASES CAN BE FINANCED
M.B. & C. O.
TELCrHONE WI

PERRY
WATCH IN8FECTORS fSINCE 1914

10 Lindsey St.

Rockland, Maine
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Waldoboro Future Farmers State Grand Champions

WASHINGTON NEWS LETTER

PROBATE COURT NEWS

From Use Office of Senator Margaret Chase Smith

From Malcolm Stevens, a mem
ber of the staff of Senator Payne.
we have received the following let

ter:

Realizing that in this world of
“hot" and “cold" wars there must,
be a hope and a plan for a world
at peace. Senator Frederick G
Payne was glad to become a co
sponsor of the Flanders Resolution
(R-Vt.) calling upon the United
NTkons and the President of the
United States to develop work
able disarmament proposals to be
repeatedly and continuously made
known, in a never-ending effort
to find the means of living for
which all people long. Such a
Resolution as this, whose co-spon
sors include Maine's Senior Sena
tor. Margaret Chase Smith, gives
notice to the world that the United
States, possessor of manifold Atomic
weapons, is striving always for a
world where people "get along"
and where sports competition re
places armament races. In the
grim preparations for defense and
the holding of Korean ridges, it is
well to remind the nations of the
vffrld that the United States still
has vision beyond the mouth of
cannons. The unfair charge of
“warmonger" generated by Soviet
propaganda must be counteracted.
Senator Payne believes. He con
siders this type of Resolution a
clear demonstration that the Unit
ed States can. if necessary, be first
In war—but at the same time, be
first in an honorable peace.
Another measure which Senator
Payne is oo-sponsoring—along with
Senators Taft, Wiley, Dirksen,
Aiken. Ives, to mention but a few,
is a bill S. 1917 requested by Presi
dent Eisenhower to allow 340.000
"jycial quota” immigrants to en
ter the United States, each one to
be subjected to the careful pro
cessing that the present McCarran-Walter Immigration Act pro
vides. This total will include
“escapee's" and “expellee's” from
the Iron Curtain and NATO Coun
try Nationals, including those from
over-crowded Greece and Italy.
Since the same stringent security
requirements are applied to these
prospective U. S. citizens as to any
one entering the US. under the
Dnmigration Law’s regular quotas
and sinoe each immigrant has to
accept
employment
previously
found for him as a condition of
tj^rance. Senator Payne feels that
this bill will allow more equitable
treatment of nationalities who
have contributed so much to the
develojOient of the United States
in the past, that even in this peri
od) of "security” stress, the Statue
ot Liberty should still beckon to a
prudent number of our friends.
Turning to the Senator’s respon
sibilities on fhe District of Co
lumbia Committee, one notes that
his experience as Governor and
Mayor of Augusta serve him use-

fully.

[This Ia Not a Legal Advertisement]

This can be illustrated by

the following:

Whlle Senator Frederick G.
Payne was in Augusta, he became
thoroughly acquainted with the
dangers that are involved in the
job of a motorcycle policeman. He
knows that many members of the
Maine State Police have been seri
ously injured while on motorcycle
duty, and he remembers that many
members of the present force, still
carry the marks of these accidents. 1
These facts came to his mind
when the Senate Committee on
the District of Columbia recently
held hearings on a pay-increase
bill for Washington's police and
firemen, which had been passed
by the House. When he asked for
figures, he found that Washing
ton's motorcycle squad had had
14 serious accidents in the past 11
months.
These figures came as a surprise
to other members of the Commit
tee, who have not had the contact
with police operations which Sena
tor Payne acquired while serving
as Governor and as Mayor of Au
gusta.
In order to hold the economy
line as tight as possible. Senator
Payne and the other members of
the committee joined in reducing
the House-approved general pay
increase by more than 20 per cent
but ln response to the facts
brought out by the Maine Senator's
questioning they decided to give
the motorcycle squad an extra $210
per year in hazard pay. It is
hoped that with this inducement,
the Washington motorcycle police
squad may be able to attract
enough applicants in the near fu
ture to fill out its presently un
der-manned ranks.
The Maine Senator firmly be
lieves that Congress should turn
these details of governing the City
of Washington over to some form
of home-rule city government, but
as long as he and other members
of Congress are charged with serv
ing as the so-called “Mayors of
Washington,” he desires to aid in
properly evaluating and assisting
measures that will strengthen the
operation of municipal affairs in
the District of Columbia.”

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Neil Morrison is visiting rela
tives in Calais.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Seppala,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wuori and
daughter Dorothy went to Matini
cus Sunday on the Mary A. for a
day outing.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. John Holley arrived home
for a three weeks furlough from
the S. S. America, where she is
employed as a telephone operator.

Every self-made man relieves
somebody of a responsibility.

AUCTION
Saturday, June 27
A

1 R. M. to 11 P. M.

AMERICAN LEGION HALL, UNION
Due to the fact that Jack and Tony have a large storage space
some very good quality merchandise at this sale. Certainly
we will have many things you will want: Two very clean Parlor
Sets, Living. Dining and Bedroom Pieces, Chests of Drawers,
Bureaus. 3 Kitchen Sets, Lamps. Mattresses and usual line of
Electrical Appliances, 20 Foot Extension Ladder, so why not

come and see the wonderful items offered at this sale?
PER ORDER JACK AND TONY
76’lt

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

of the

t

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION
ROCKLAND, MAINE
As Shown by its Books

JUNE 15, 1953
FDWARD F. GLOVER, Vice Pres.

I. LAWTON BRAY. President

M. ELMER MONTGOMERY, Secretary and Treasurer
DIRECTORS: William K. Bicknell, A. Judson Bird. 1. Lawton Bray,
Thomas H. Chisholm, Walter P. Conley, Edwin R. Edwards, Burton E.
Flanders. Edward F. Glover, Ardrey E. Orff, Leforest A. Thurston,
Roland G. Ware.
Organized May 18. 1888
RESOl'RCES

Wills Allowed: Margaret B Hal- 1 filed by Wesley P. Mitchell, guarlowell, late of New York, New dian
York, deceased N. Penrose HalloPets Prob Of Will Presented
well of said New York appointed For Notice: Eugene W Herrick, late
executor: Ernest O Brown, late of of Camden, deceased. Genevra UpUnton. deceased. Lloyd L. Brown ton Parker of Camden named
of Hope appointed executor; Ern executor; Arthur Edmond Gay,
est L. Moody, late of Union, de late of Thomaston, deceased. Mary
ceased, Linwood1 W. Moody of : A. Gay of Thomaston named
Union appointed executor; Mary executrix: Walter F Britto.*late of
C. Ames, late of Camden, de- Rockland, deceased, Edna R. Britto
ceased. Haroid L Ames of Camden of Rockland named executrix.
Accounts Presented for No
appointed executor: Charles C.
Tibbetts, late of Rockland, de- tice: Estates, Arthur Wallace
ceased, Prank M. Tibbetts of Rock- of Rockland, first and final
land appointed executor; Charles account filed by Donald L. Wallace
Emerson Lord, late of Camden, de- guardian; William H. Pascal, late
ceased. Sally Purinton Lord of I of Camden, deceased, first account
Camden, appointed executrix; Vi- filed by Alexander R. Gillmor, M.
lora M Harden, late of Rockland, Alton French and Harold S. Davis,
deceased, Vivian L. Whittier of Trustees; Frank A Winslow, late
Rockland appointed executrix; Wil of Rockland, deceased, first and
liam Sansom. late of Rockland, final account filed by John M.
deceased, Emma F Sansom of Richardson, executor; Sadie E.
Rockland
appointed
executrix; Heal, late of Camdan, deceased,
Lottie M Hall, late of Rockland, first and final account filed by
deceased. The First National Bank Olive Whittier, executrix.
Pet. For Distribution Presented
of Rockland appointed adminis
For Notice: Estate Frank A Wins
trator, c.t.a.
Pets. For Adm. Granted: Estates low. late of Rockland, filed by
Clara L. Beloin, late of Camden, de John M. Richardson, executor.
ceased, Norman J. Beloin of Cam------------------den appointed administrator; Lois MEDOMAK
M. Creighton, late of Thomaston. 1 Mrs. L. W. Osier and children
deceased. Letitia C. Weston of Alice and David were in Portland
Thomaston appointed administra- I Thursday.
trix; Elizabeth M. Bradford, late j Mrs. Albina Shuman is visiting
of Tenant's Harbor, deceased. The her son and daughter-in-law, the
First National Bank of Rockland ' C. H Shumans.
Ivan Flye photo
appointed administrator; DoroMrs. Almeda Winchenbach of
Maine Grand Champions of the Future Farmers of America w4 th their sponsors on a Boston trip this week. Left to right are: Langdon
thy
M.
Taylor,
late
of
Washington,
Waldoboro
visited last week with
Andrews, agricultural department head at Waldoboro High School: Raymond Miller, Maynard Hunt, Brute Jones, Ernest Eugley, Rosslyr. Cast
deceased; Norman Jones of Wash- her daughter, Mrs. Amy Willey,
ner. Earlon Eugley, James McLaughlin and Clayton Howard, district service man for Wirthmore.
ington appointed administrator;
Miss Edith Gillmore of South
Sev?n members of the Waldo forage, milk judging potato disease
Wednesday morning, they visited
This is the second year in which
John E. Davis, late of Thomaston, Hiram spent the weekend with
identification,
rafter
cutting
and
Waldoboro
students
have
taken
the
Cunningham
Grain
Company
in
boro High School Fu*ure Farmers
deceased. George H. Davis of Port Pauline McLain.
grand championship honors for Malden This visit was followed
of Ar.utica club completed a two rope splicing.
Clyde appointed administrator:
Mrs. Anthony Zaccadelli and
Members of the club are also Maine. But two boys who were by a tour of the Wirthmore research
Sarah A Sansom. late of Rock- three children came from Ohio last
day trip to Boston last night as
scheduled to compete at the Spring- part of the winning team last year laboratory and public relations de
guests of the Charles M. Cox Com field States Exposition in West were members of the present partment in Malden and lunch be land, deceased, John C. Sansom of j week to spend the summer at their
Rockland appointed administra- home here. Mr. Zaccadelli will
pany cf Boston who produce Wirth Springiriedr. Mass., in milk judging. champirnship team.
fore starting for home in the af
tor; Albert R Noyes, 'ate of Union join them later.
more feeds.
The agricultural students were
The group left Tuesday morning ternoon
deceased. Cedric A. Noyes of Union
Mrs Gertha Miller of WaldoThe trip came as a reward for accompanied on the Boston (rip by and viuited an experimental farm
The title of Grand Champions
appointed administrator.
boro has been visiting her sister.
their winning top honors in the Clayton Howard of Thomaston who in Lynnfield .Mass, before checking did not come easily to the Waldo
Pet. For Lie To Sell Real Estate Mrs. Frank Collamore.
Future Farmers competition a.t the is the local Wirthmore represent into a Boston hotel for the night.
boro group as they had to compete
And Distribute Granted: Estate
Mrs. Louisa Phillips of ArlingUniversity of Maine recently. They ative; and Langdon Andrews, agri
Tues lay evening, they were guests agains. agrigcultural students from
Harry T. Small, late of Rockland, ton, Va., is spending the summer
were judged grand champions in cultural department head at Wal at“ the Red Sox-Cleveland baseball 40 schools in the state in the F.
deceased, presented by Ralph K with her father, Sidney Martin, at
the fields of dairy, poultry, weed6 doboro High School.
game a* Fenway Park
F. A. competition at Orono.
Barter of Stonington, an heir at Quiet Nook Farm.
law.
Evelyn McLain of Rockland is
working part-time, and only a hand of metal fly in all directions. They Phillips. President of Bates College.
Pet. For Lie. To Sell Real Estate visiting her grandparents, the Orin
Gov. Cross Is
can tear off a finger, a hand or a
ful are on full-time basis.
This gift brings the 12-month Granted: Estate Gilbert Charles McLains.
“The key to our detection system foot, blind a person for life or total of gifts for scholarship and Laite. Jr., Parker Stone Laite.
Honorary Chair
Mr and Mrs. John Miller of
lies in a bulwark of civilian volun even kill outright. Everyone who
student loan purposes at Bates Col Keryn Barker Laite and Vance Waldoboro are at their cottage
man of Bond Drive teers who can spot low-flying handles a blasting cap should
Burr Laite of Camden, presented for the summer.
planes long before they approach know that if he doesn't carefully lege to $45,000, of which $13,000 by Clarence H. Thomas of Cam
Mrs. Viola McLain and daugh
A J, Cole of Bangor, charman a target such as Boston or New account for every one, it might be was for current use and $32 000 for
ter. Mrs. Addie Withman, visited
den. Guardian.
of the Maine U. S. Savings Bonds York." he said.
mislaid and maim a child.
endowment.
Accounts Allowed: Estates. Ade at Friendship Sunday.
Advisor:/ Committee, announces
Only the boy or girl can make
“The Ground Observer Corps is
“During the past 12 months,” laide B. Webb, late of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Castner
that Governor Burton M. Cross has no panacea. Air Defense is the most certain he or she keeps safe, by said Dr. Phillips, “many friends of deceased, seventh account filed by were at Waldoboro Thursday to
accepted Secretary of the Treasury complex, massive problem this knowing a cap at sight; keeping the College have been most help Emily G Webb, trustee: William attend the funeral of Mrs. CastGeorge M. Humphrey’s invitation country has ever faced in all its ever in mind the damage it can do; ful in our efforts to provide schol A. Anderson, late of Thomaston, ner's aunt. Mrs. Eldora Gross.
to serve as Honorary State Chair implii l'lons. But due to radar's and by never touching a cap.
arship aid for worthy students of deceased, first and final account
man of the bond committee.
These caps are tubes of bright limited financial means
ineffectiveness at low altitudes,
Their filed by Ellen E. Emery, adminis
In ms letter of acceptance, Gov the grouno observer will continue aluminum or copper, a little thin help has been so substantial that tratrix; John Weik, late of Union, i SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. rnd Mrs. Herbert Old is ot
ernor Cross said, "I have your letter to play a big part ir. our present ner around than an ordinary pen our scholarship grants to Bates
deceased, first and final account Camden, Capt. and Mrs
requesting that I serve as Honorary system.”
cil and from one to five and a half students during the last 12 months filed by Elli Weik, administratrix;
Chairman for the—Savings Bond
“Almas* anyone can become a inches long. Some are open at one have reached an all-time high Damon S. Hall, late of Appleton, Hunte” of Elmore were here Thurs
day attend the funeral of Mrs.
program I shall be very happy ground observer by contacting the end, others have fuses inserted in ! of $45,160 This compares with
deceased first and final account ’ Ida winchenbach.
to do s>. and shall be pleased to be Bangor Filter Center of his local that opening, and still others fired $32315 three years ago and $42,434
filed by Ada E Pooley. former Ada
MnsMaurlce Wotton. Mrs. Matassociated with the State Chair Civil Defense Director. There are by electric current have insulated last year. Both Bates and the
E Hall, executrix; Harriet Goble j tie SLnmons of Friendship, called
man. May I assure you of my no special gualifications required, wires in one end. Find out what a students who have benefited from King, late of Newark. N. J . de- on Ed:n
p,.^.
complete co-operation in every re except the willingness to help pro blasting cap looks like and beware. 1 this aid are most appreciative of ceased first and final account filed
Mr.
ard
Mrs.
Ernest Burns enter
spect.''
tect this country by giving a couple
it.”
by Katherine King, administra- tained at dinner Sunday Mr. and
The fine record of savings through hours a week. No knowledge of
Tlie Bates College President add trix; Fred W Elwell late of Cam- Mrs Rov Slmmons of East WaldoGifts To Bates
the putchase of U. S Savings Bonds aircraft recognition is required.”
ed that, through employment of den. deceased, first and final ac- , ,^0. Mr and Mrs. Dave Giroux
by the people of Maine is sure to be
fered to students on the campus, an count filed by Jessie Elwell, execu- ' and fj-riily of WatervUle. Callers
College For Year
made even better by Governor Cross’
additional $32,000 of financial aid tor; Clarence M Taylor, late of were Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
active assistance in our state-wide Loose Blasting
Total $45,160
was extended to last year’s stu Camden, deceased, first and final Murphy son Gordon. Miss Joan
sale of Saving Bonds," chairman
dents.
account filed by Evelyn M Taylor, ba6h a!ld
Oliva Hoffses ali
Caps Are Hazard
A gift of $4000 for scholarship
Cole said.
executrix; Annie E. Hansen, late Of Friendship
aid
to
Bates
students
was
an

Governor Cross praised the good To Children
■I. .
of Camden, deceased, first and
Mrs. Shirley Watson of Mednounced today by Dr. Charles F.
work Chairman Cole and his com
The
final account filed by Eleanor H ford, Msss spent the weekend with
Stressing the importance of the
mittee who are contributing to the
Melvin, formerly Eleanor M. Han her co' sin and husband. Mr. and
| easiest-to-use
bond program and hopes to meet as warning to children concerning
sen. administratrix; Flora H. Doo Mrs. Eivin Hutchins.
many of the Savings Bonds volun blasting caps, it must be pointed out
little. late of Camden, deceased,
SPECIALS
enamel
teer state and county workers as
first and final account filed by
The error of the past is the wis
such caps are necessary in the na
\\
possible in each of Maine's counties
FOR
JUNE!
Duane
Doolittle, administrator: J. dom and success of the future.
as he 'ravels throughout the state. tions’ industry to detonate blasts
Fred Burgess, late of Thomaston,
for mining coal, quarrying stone,
deceased, first and final account
clearing farm lands for tillage, and
filed by Ethel M. Burgess execu
ARTESIAN WELLS
Ground Observer
for digging tunnels and founda
trix; James Owen Quinn, late of
tions for building and factories.
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
Vinalhaven, deceased, first and
Corps Calling
Summer is a peak construction
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
final account filed by Ivan D.
time. Mort blasting caps are used
For Recruits
Quinn, administrator; Gordon S tslesbora
TeL Dark Hbr. 74-S
And children roam afield and are
66tf
Martin of Port Clyde, first account
The civilian Ground Observer more likely to come upon blasting
Corps in Maine is suff“ring from a caps that have been heedlessly dis
definite shortage of volunteers, ac carded, lost or even stolen, then
cording tc Cant Ralph E . Johnson thrown away.
I / 1
the new con.marder of the Bangor
Scores of children are hurt every
i»'« "One-Coat Magic!"
Filter Center who relieves Maj., year and every injury was needless.
John S Craig commander of the The pity of it is that many child
BARGAINS
Wa Ils & Wood work
filter center since October 1951.
ren are only bystanders when an
f Du Pont Duco gives you a
Johnson did not term the short other child foolishly picks up a
BUYS!
lustrous, tile-hard finish
age ''critical.” However, he point blasting cap.
; works its magic especially well
EXTRA, ADDED SAVINGS
A blasting cap is a small metal
ed out that less than one-third ol
t on walls and woodwork
i throughout your home For
Maine's 250 observation posts are cylinder and when it explodes, bits
FOR YOU TO
8 furniture, too.

$

Loans on Shares
_ —
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate (DR) .
Guaranteed Loans (I'llA and A At
Real Estate ln Process of Foreclosure ........
United States Securities ......................................
Stock in Federal Home Loan Bank
furniture and Fixtures
........ .......... —•
Cash on Deposit and on Hand

27,445.95
1,167,798.33
232,006.80
2,530.48
75.000.00
28,000.00
2,490.43
98,731.60

$1,634,003.59

Total Resources

CELEBRATE BIG

...... ...........................-....................... -.......................

........... ..........................~...........

Number ot Shareholders
......................
Number ef Shares Outstanding
Number ef Shares Pledged for I.oans

Number ef Borrowers ............ ..............
Number ef Loans
—....----- ------- ---

'A

$25->50-$100upto $300

SEARS
CATALOG SALES OFFICE

MONEYinlDAYl
ozr your nomt oufy

PHONE 1596

ROCKLAND

75-76

Borrowed Money
................................................. —
Guaranty Fund .........................................................

Total Liabilities

In Ktekltiul

eew

VISIT YOUR LOCAL

LIABILITIES

Profits

or

★ really washable*

433 MAIN ST.

Accumulated Capital (Free Share*)
Accumulated Capital (Pledged for Share Loa ns I
Prepaid Shares Certificates

Other Liabilities

>:• ★ in glistening GLOSS
velvety SEMI-GLOSS

JUBILEE EVENT

$ 875,936.52
69.569.48
339.200.00
100.000.00
120.000.00
120.508.87
8,788.72

OTHER FLANS WITH OR WITHOUT SECURITT

359 MAIN ST., 2nd Fl.

Studley Hardware

$1.634,003.59
2.063

15.898
528
989
1JMJ5
HOMER E. ROBINSON.

Bank Commissioner
76-lt

Smalt //ms Statute
l.ien»t Nt. tc

Co.
TEL. 29

MAIN ST.

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Phone: 1720

You choose your own way to repay
from a number of budget-wise]

schedules . . . pick the one you]
like best.

Phone... then come in

per month on that part of unpaid principal balance of any loan not in creese of J150 and
tVl per month on any remainder of each unpaid balance.

S

THOMASTON
76-lt

Write or Telephone
1044 or 770
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FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND," AN

AUTHENTIC STORY OF LORD'S ISLAND
[This is an authentic historical
saga of Lord’s Island off the Maine
coast written by one whose family
created the events herein recorded.
Some of the names have been al
tered. otherwise no change made
in the happenings.]
“Footprints In The Sand”
By Helen Poland
THE BEE

"Lurie Ann! Lurie Ann. Wake up.

FOR SALE
Cottage at Dvnamite Beach, Owls Head, Maine. Situated
on water, with wonderful view of Rockland Harbor, Camden
Hills and Islands.
First floor: Large living room with fireplace, modern kitch
en, small den and bath (shower). Second Floor: Four bedrooms
and large open space at top of stairs. Covered porch on front
and one side—artesian well and electricity—large tract of land
with plenty of woods and shore frontage. Easily accessible over
good roads. Will show by appointment.

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
356 MAIN STREET

TEL. 77
75-76

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THOMASTON

RED and WHITE

MARKET

WHERE PRICES ARE LOW

EVERY DAY

FRESH GROUND
ALL BEEF

SLICED OR JUNK

lib.
Canteloupcs jumbo 2 ■ 49c
SKINLESS

IC!BURG NATIVE

Beans with Pork

Li 11 lcKnown Fac t s

weave if they'd trust her with the
loom. As Salina was noted for her
skill, the offer was glady accepted.
So, while the tall grass was fall
ing in fragrant swaths under the
rythmic stroke of many scythes
that long, bright summer day, Ab
bie and her neighbors were equally
active within the house. Willing
hands cleared up the kitchen and
washed the dishes, pots and pans.
The wool was spun, a blanket wo
ven and even a new dress for Al
lura Ann was cut out and made.
Many years afterward, Allura
Ann loved to tell of the good old
days and the great Bee of her
childhood.

Lurie Ann!”
Awaaened suddenly by the shouts
of her little brother Stephen. Allura Ann Harper sprang out of the
trundle bed, provoked with herself
for over sleeping the day she had
The Serenade
been wishing for so eagerly—the
The cold, dark November evening
day of the bee. There, on a chair,
was a pretty dress her mother had j has begun, but dancing lights from
laid out for her. It wasn’t really i a dozen lanterns are converging to
late, only a little past five, but ev- ward the farmhouse of Sylvanus
eryone else was up. She could hear Ross Neighbors are coming to ser
her father and brother Horace enade the newly wedded couple, Al
sharpening their scythes in the lura Ann Harper, spinster of 40 and
barn, and she knew her mother was widower Ross, father of six chil
dren. They had been married that
busy preparing the. dinner.
To Allura Ann. the big kitchen morning at Round Harbor by Da
seemed full of people, for several vid Sargent, Justice of the Peace.
So now the well-wishers were
neighbors had come to help. But
Abbie Harper wasn’t too busy to coming to celebrate the happy
stop and sec that her little daugh event, Willard Harper with his
ter was properly groomed and fed. fiddle and Nelson Grover with his
Allura Ann almost forgot to eat accord,on, to lead the singing and
as she watched the bustle of pre Willard Harper to call out the
paration going on. Since the day changes of Hull’s Victory and the
before, beans had been baking in Lady of the Lake and other favor
the brick oven, into which custard ite dances.
Allura Ann was trying to think
and blueberry pies were now find
ing their way. A sheep was roasting what she would have for a treat for
in the fireplace, and to Allura Ann so many, when she saw her brother
was given the privilege of basting Horace's wife slip out to the entry
and return with a wooden firkin.
it with a long iron spoon.
■'Be careful, Allura Ann," warned There was silence while she took
her mother, "and don’t get too off the cover and lifted out a large
near the fire, and mind not get fruit cake. Then there was a burst
of applause as Allura Ann cut the
spatters on your clean frock.”
”0 Mother” cried Stephen as he cake.
came running into the kitchen,
“That was very thoughtful of
“there’s a crowd coming, and fa you, Elvira,” whispered Allura Ann
ther thinks one sheep won’t be when she ana her sister-in-law had
settled down into a quiet corner.
enough."
"Not at all dear." replied Elvira.
“O Aunt Betsy, what shall I do?”
exclaimed Abbie, turning to one of "If anyone ever deserved something
the older women. “Do you think we it's you. How you have stayed home
can manage to get enough ready?” all these years and wouldn’t mar
“Dont fret,
dear,” consoled ry, just to care for your father and
Betsy, “with such a crowd we'll mother.”
“If you and Horace hadn’t come
have to have two tables, and while
the first comers are eating, we'll and taken the place, I’d be there
be preparing for the others This now," said Allura Ann. “I couldn't
sneep is about done, and here bear the thought of leaving them
alone.”
comes Horace with another.”
“Well, you’ll have a good home
By this time several women were
seen approaching. Two of them, here and Sylvane is a good provid
Louisa
McGray
and
Dorcas er. But six children! I fear you’ll
Thompson, were carrying spinning work yourself to death,” declared
wheels, for there was to be a spin Elvira.”
“Now, don't worry Elvira," Al
ning as well as a mowing bee. Sa
lina Grover hadn't brought her lura Ann reassured her, "The chil
wheel, but said she’d be glad to dren are pretty well grown up and

Lettuce
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NINE MONTHS OF KOREAN
ACTION THE BATTLESHIP
MISSOURI STEAMED MORE
than 40 000 MILES.

6 MONTHS OF THE
GUADALCANAL CAMPAIGN
WERE
SUNK BY US. SUBMARINES
ALONE.

33 ENEMY SHIPS

they know how to work and are
willing to help.
But the days ahead were, in truth
busy ones for Allura-Ann, for on a
big farm on an island, In the 1870’s
there was plenty of work for every
one. In quiet moments she would
often gaze toward where Broad Bay
was lost in the mighty ocean, and
think of the days when she and
little Stephen ran barefoot along
the beach leaving footprints in the
damp sand. “Where is he now?”
she would wonder, but the lights
that twinkled from distant light
houses brought no answer.
In early manhood, Stephen had
left home to follow the sea. Some
times mere was a letter, and Allura
Ann learned that he had married
and that his wife was an invalid.
So Allura Ann would go back to
her housekeeping or churning and
have little time to think of those
carefree days.
Reunion

The early spring morning Is
chilly, and snow, lingering in
shaded places, warns that the cold
weather is gonig slowly. But widow
Allura Ann Ross keeps opening the
door and looking up the path to
the road. At last she sees him, a
man well past middle age, but
strong and erect.
“O Stephen, how glad I am you’ve
come.’’ exclaims Allura Ann. It’s
been very lonesome since Julius
moved to Portland and Marian got
married and went to live on the
main. Sylvanus died six years ago
this month.”
“Well, well,” said Stephen, it’s
certainly good to get home. Do you
realize, Lurie Ann, it’s been sixty
years since you and I were children
on the old Harper farm? Do you
remember the Bees?”
“Do you think I could, ever for
get our dear old home with father
and mother?” asked Allura Ann.
“Yes, it’s many years since we were
children. Horace’s boy John has the
i place now.”
“And here we are together once
more." said Stephen, "no longer the
little ooy and girl chasing sandpeeps along the shore, now old
folks, but the same brother and
sister still."
On the Ross place, now Allura
Clouds
Ann's Stephen found plenty to do.
"A
letter?"
queried Allura Ann
Though Allura Ann tended the
cows and hens, hay had to be one morning, as Stephen just re
mowed, a garden to be planted and turned from the store, dropped
something on the table.
“The postmark is Portland,”
ADMIRAL
EMERSON commented Stephen. “Probably it’s
CAPEHART
MOTOROLA from some of Sylvane’s folks.”
“Yes, it’s from Fanny Ross," said
Allura Ann after she had studied
out the missive, “and what do you
suppose she wants?"
“I can’t imagine,” said Stephen,
“unless it’s that she is coming to
make us a visit. Tell her I’ll be at
Round Harbor to meet her.”
“It’s for more than a visit,” ex
plained Allura Ann. “She and
Frank with the children want to
move back home, and have the
other part of the house.”
BITLER CAR &
“Well, there’s room enough," said
HOME SUPPLY
Stephen.
«• MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
"But, Stephen,” demurred Allura
“We Service What We Sell”
Ann, "you know Fanny R06S, and
0-tt
how she’s bound to be boss. It

2 Hds 21c
CSNS 39c

tmi

BID NOTICE
The Town of Rockport will accept sealed bids on
three

Evaporated Milk 4 «u«*

51c

a year’s supply of wood to be cut,
sawed and split. There were lob
ster traps and gear to be made, for
like the other island men, Stephen
was fisherman as well as farmer.
They were happy days for the
brother and sister, now Uncle Ste
phen and Aunt Allura. To neigh
bors flitting in and out, the old
farmhouse in the spacious field
seemed
the
embodiment
of
peace and serenity, especially on a
Sunday afternoon in midsummer
when warm breezes gently “tirred
the fragrant spruces and only the
low h im of the insect world broke
the sabbath stillness Then they
would find Stephen and Allura doz
ing in their rocking chairs, he
nodding over an open Bible, she
drows:Iy conning the news items in
the weekly county journal.
"O Uncle Stephen, don't you
think you’ve slept long enough?”
called a gay young voice as Tillie
Crane entered the kitchen onp Sun
day afternoon. “I just came to see
if I could go along when you go
over to the lodge Tuesday evening.
I want to get over to the Harbor
and epend a few days with Hattie
Jones."
“Well, I don’t know,” replied Ste
phen reflectively, “I’m carrying
1201.”
“Now Uncle Stephen, what do
you mean?" demanded Tillie. “How
can you carry 1201?"
“Mina Gross is going over to get
some school supplies,” explained
Stephen. “You know a gross is 1200
and I tuppose I make one more,
but I guess there’ll be room for you
Tillie.”
"As you are here, Tillie,” said
Allura Ann, “you might as well stay
and have supper with us. I want to
have some of our green beans. Ste
phen picked them this morning.”
“Thank you, I certainly can’t re
fuse such a treat as that,” replied
Tillie. "I don't know when we’ll
have beans, Will was so slow about
getting the garden planted."
"While Lurie Ann Is getting
things on the table," said Stephen,
‘Til run out to the garden for
some cucumbers.”
"He's a dear good brother,
whispered Allura Ann to Tillie as
Stephen started for the door.
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might not prove a very happy ar
rangement."
“I think you’d better let them
come," advised Stephen. “I can take
care of you if Fanny gets arbitrary.
They say Frank 'isn’t very well.
Perinos hf needs a change of air
after being stived up in the city
so long.’’
So rt was agreed that the Rosses
should come, "though against my
best judgment," Allura Ann insist
ed, and soon the Ross family was
living in one part of the house.
Fanny Ross was one of those en
ergetic persons who never let any
grass grow under their feet. In a
short time she had acquired a flock
of hens, a cow and a pig. "It isn’t
much more work to tend two cows
than or.e,” she declared, “so you
had oetter lef me have your cow,
too, Aunt Allura, you are too old
to have that care.” And so the
brindle was reluctantly transferred
to a new mistress.
But Allura Ann wouldn’t part
with her hens. She loved to watch
them, when she let them out in
the morning, go fluttering over the
field in search of crickets and grass
hoppers and come scampering back
when she called them for their
grain.
“Here comes Nelson Grover with
his scythe,” exclaimed Fanny, as
she looked toward the road early
one June morning. “I’ll have to tell
him I’ve sent Frank for John to
come with his machine. It takes too
long to mow by hand.”
“But John has his hands full,
mowing for himself and the folks
that depend on him to get their
hay,” ventured Allura Ann, “with
Nelson to help, it never takes Ste
phen long to mow this field.”
“And it’s a pleasure to work with
Uncle Stephen," declared Nelson
who was r.ow within hearing dis
tance, “never growling or cussing
out of him. Well, they’ll be looking
for me at Ephriam’s. But it won’t
be like working with Uncle Stephen.

Ebb Tide
“Clouds, clouds, and I suppose we
must expect some clouds,” meditat
ed Allura Ann. Yes I suppose we
must expect some clouds, but I have
a feeling that our happy days are
over. How could anybody be so
mean as to break into Stephen’s
car and steal the lobsters we had
been depending on to buy our winjter’s provisions? Well, I’ll carry the
eggs over to the store and get some
saleratus and molasses."
Allura Ann bound for the store
with her basket of eggs was a fa
miliar sight. Sometimes she would
accept the offer of a neighbor to
take them part way, but it gave her
a feeling of importance to carry
her merchandise into the store her
self and decide what articles she
would take in exchange.
So, even w’hen the walking wasn’t
good, she continued her trips. But
one daj-, just before reaching the
store, she slipped and the basket
slid from her hand. The kindhearted storekeeper insisted on cre
diting her with the eggs, but the
mishap made her lose confidence in
herself and wonder if old age was
going to make her useless.
Since the loss of his lobsters, Ste
phen had gone handline fishing, as
there was a sale for fresh fish. He
kept pondering on what he could
do to increase his income, and sud
denly ’•emembered some rolls of
wool that had been lying in the at
tic since Allura Ann had given up
spinning. If he had yarn, he could
knit mittens for fishermen. Per'
haps Stlinda Carter would spin the
rolls and take her pay in work.
“Yes, I’ll spin for you. Uncle Ste
phen," agreed Belinda, "and be glad
to have you cut me seme wood. It’s
hard for me to get anything done
where I m alone."
So cutting wood and knitting
mittens were added to Stephen's ef
forts to support Allura Ann and
himself. She feared he was under
taking too much, as he also split
kindlings for the Rev. Hannah
Jewett at the church, as his con
tribution. But a quiet chat over a

cup of tea with the Reverend Han
nah and her mother seemed to
lighten his cares and give him new
courage to face the future.
,

Olives
w
Salad Dressing

59c
51c
76*lt

Each to be sold separately.

will be closed June 27, 1953.

Bids

The right to accept or

The Public Utilities Commission
has approved a petition presented
to the Commission in May by the
Islesboro Ferry Committee cancel
ling increased summer tolls in ef
fect on the “Governor Brann” for
the past two seasons. It was de
creed that “tolls and charges cur
rently in effect during the period
Sept. 21 to June 14 are approved
for year around application.”
The Increase granted in 1951 was
the first since the service was ini
tiated in 1936. At a hearing at the
town hall on May 26, it was stat
ed by those supporting the propo
sal that higjher summer rates were
discriminatory, and prohibitive to
the extent that they deterred
travel to the island to the detri
ment of the town.
Testimony was presented in op
position to the discontinuance of
the higher summer rates on the
grounds that the ferry should be
made self-sustaining, including
provision for depreciaton and re
placements. It was further con
tended that subsidizing the opera
tion through taxation placed a
burden on property owners, some
of whom made little, if any, use of

the ferry service.
In reaching its decision, the
Commission declared that thia
contention might also be used with
respect to maintenance of public
schools, highways and other town
activities.
The Commission said in approv
ing the increased rates in June,
1951, “The extent to which the
ferry should be self-sustaining and
the extent to which the town
should contribute through appro
priations is essentially a in.iner
of local determination.”
The Commission pointed out
that increased summer rates pro
duced some additional revenue
but not as much as was anticipat
ed. Revenue increases under the
higher rates amounted to 16.5%.
It was estimated, prior to increas
ing the summer rates, that ap
proximately 60% of the annual
revenue was received during the
summer, and that an increase of
50% during that period should
have produced an increase of 30%
on an annual basis. It Is therefore
apparent that there has been some
decrease in the patronage of the
ferry service.
9
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ROTARY MOWERS

J

WE NOW HAVE A FEW

FOLEY 20" MODEL 620
WITH 2 H. P. BRIGGS & STRATTON ENGINES.

In answer to many inquiries for this type of mower.

We also have other types of Hand and Power Mowers.

Remember Our Motto—“WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
2

«

342 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

___

76-78
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ONLY

$199.95
As little as

Eldon II. Gross

Mrs. Eldora H. Groes. 78 widow
of William A. Gross died June 15,
after a short illness. A lifelong res
ident of Gross Neck, Waldoboro,
She was born September 8, 1874, the
daughter of Isaac and Helen Gross
Heyer. She leaves one daughter
Mrs. Marion Winchenbach of Dutch
Neck and one son, Elroy Gross of
Waldoboro; four grandchildren and
eight great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Gross was a correspondent of
The Courier-Gazette, sending in
news terns from Gross Neck.
Funeral services were held last
Thursday at 2 p. m. at the Flanders
Funeral Home, with Rev. Robert
Plummer officiating.
Interment
was in the Dutch Neck Cemetery.

SH

REFRIGERATOR

IASY BUDGET TERMS

Medal LA-74K
74 « ft

A brand-new model! Completely
new design and styling to add to
tbe beauty of your kitcbenl
Plenty of food-storage space in

monthly

little floor spacel Famous
General Electric dependability!
And at a price you can easily
afford!

KIDS:
SET VOEit »A(E HELMET AND ROCXET IAT CUN I

'krKMStitn '

Bring mom at dad into our More for a demonstra
tion of this new G-E Automatic Defrost Rafngtraior.
You II recei.e, absolutely free, an eeating Space
Hclnsel and a Rocket Ray Gun that really ahootl
rockets. Bring this advertisement with you.

To make the highways safe you
must first make the drivers sane

MTRALj/VtAINE
CENTR
NV

BOBILLS
CORNER BROADWAY AND PLEASANT ST.

Plenty of Free Parking
1 lb . block 66c

CREAMERY BUTTER

PETE EDWARDS' FOWL

lb. 42c

LEAN, BONELESS POT ROAST

lb. 59c

HAMBURG

lb. 35c

SMALL TURKEYS (Oven Ready)

lb. 79c

WATERMELONS

lb.

NEW POTATOES

10 lbs. 45c

6c

PARKAY OLEO

lb. 28c

BOBILL S COFFEE

lb. 77c

GARDEN OF ALLAH COFFEE

lb. 89c

CASH
YOU GET

6400
»5O0
*600

IMP .'.le',.""Til
15 Me. Plan

20 Mo Plaa

831.13
38.91
46.70

824.46
30.58
36.69

LOADS

•1000 AND USS

Above payments cover ovorythinp 1
Loom* of other amounts, or for ether
periods, ore in proportion.
(Me.)

• “YES* promptly to 4 out of 5
employed men, women—married
or single. • 1-visit loan . .. phone
You select beat payment date. • Lunch hour
Considerate service—in yow beet interests.

2 lbs. 29c
hd. 13c

LETTUCE

2 for 29c

LARGE CUCUMBERS

’/t lb. 43c
3 cans 53c

EVAPORATED MILK

You Can Have Your Orders Delivered srlthle City Limits for 25c

SELECTMEN OF ROCKPORT.

FERRY TOLLS TO ISLESBORO IN

GROSS NECK

BOBILL S TEA
reject any bid is reserved.

FINANCE CO.
07 MAINE

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOC.

2nd FI., 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 1218

71-78

T

SUMMER SEASON DISCONTINUED

Sunset

"O Stephen, don’t go out today,”
begged Allura Ann one fall after
noon as she saw her brother pick
up his fishing gear, “it’s too choppy
and the wind is breezing up all the
time.”
“I won’t go far,” said Stephen
reassuringly, as he thought how
little Hour there was in the barrel
“I reckon the wind will die out to
ward sundown. Tillie Crane Is ex
pecting some of her folks and wants
a fish.”
But the wind increased as dark
ness came without Stephen. Allura
Ann. with clasped hands began to
pace the floor.
“Now, Aunt Allura, don't be
foolish." protested Fanny, “prob
ably ne’s gone into some cove to
wait till the wind is gone. Stop wor
rying and go to bed."
But Allura Ann continued her
restless walk until she dropped in
to a chair and drifted into a trou
bled sleep.
The hours dragged along till the
sun was high in the sky, and Ste
phen didn’t come.
”O here comes Mart Thompson,”
cried Fanny, who had begun to
share Allura Ann’s alarm.
“He’s dead. I knew he’d be
drowned,” moaned Allura Ann, as
she watched Fanny and Mart whis
pering together. “O Stephen, my
dear Stephen, why did you go?”
Mart told how, while he was
hauling his traps that morning, he
noticed something white on the
water near a ledge. It proved to be
Stephen's beautiful white hair. His
lifeless body was only partly sub
merged.
After the first outburst of grief,
Allura Ann was calm, though she
kept repeating, “I knew It. I knew
it. We were too happy. My dear lit
tle brother.”
But as some of those who had
also loved Stephen looked for the
last time at that peaceful face, they
thought that a loving Father had
called one of his faithful children
from a troubled world and burdens
that were becoming too great.
After that rainy October after
noon, when a little company .ef Odd
Fellows stood with others around
the grave of their departed broth
er, Allura Ann resigned herself al
together to Fanny Ross, for she felt
that she had not long to wait for
another happy reunion with the
brother of her childhood.
And so, for those who find beauty
in lives of simple goodness, one who
knew and loved Allura Ann and
Stepher, has tried to retrieve their
message before the relentless waves
of time have washed away all trace
of those footsteps in the sand.

BANANAS
(known os Hoboken).

PRACTICE OF CHARGING HIGHER

76-lt

Phone: 1133 . Milos R. Sawyer, YES MANager
Lobrs mode lo residents of all $urrp«ndinf towns • Loom nite Mode by moil

